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Destination Information
The seminar is being held at the Hilton
Midland & Towers, located at 117Westwall
St., Midland,TX 707Ol.We have rooms
will
blocked at a rate of $80 a ni~ht,You
nectl to make a reservation by Septcnlber
Itlth, in order to guarantee this roomrato
and availabilitv. Call the Hilton Midland
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n1ent:on the Criminal Dcfenso lawyers
Project when making your room reservation to receive our group rate.

CLE Information
This program is accredited for 13.26 CLE
hours wlth 1 ethics hour included. Credit
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b y the Texas Board of Legal Specialization
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FOR NEW MEMBERS ONLY
Nominating Endorsement
As a current member of TCDLA, I believe this applicant to be a person of professional
competency, integrity, and good moral character. The applicaut is licenses to practice
law in Texas and is engaged in the defense of criminal cases, unless a student or
affiliate applicant.
Member's Name:

CRNCELL!4TIONS
If you ~egisterbut cannnot attend and would like a refund (minus a $60 cancellation fee), please
mail or fax (612/469-0812)your refund request by Sept.20Q.
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Dramatic Shift

W

MAR^ D A N ~ E ~

hat a whirlwind five days June 20-25, 2002 was for the Supreme Court of the
United States as it whittled away at the death penalty.
In a dramatic shift from an institution that has endorsed capital punishment time and
time again, the Supreme Court ruled 6-3 on June 20,2002 that the execution of tlie nientally retarded violates the 8th Amendment ban against cruel and unusual punishment.
This anlazing ruling came in Atkim 18. \'i@rin where Justice John Paul Stevens held that
the mentally retarded should be "categorically escluded" from capital punishment. Justice
Stevens further wrote tliat death is simply not a suitable punishment for a mentally retarded individual.
Just five days later on June 25, 2002, the Supreme Court declared the death penalty
process in five states unconstitutional in ruling thatjuries, not judges, must determine the
facts that result in a sentence of death rather than life in prison. In a startling 7-2 opinion
in R i q I,. Arizoim, tlie Supreme Court struck blows to the death penalty statutes of Arizona, Colol-ado, Idaho, Montana and Nebraska where judges determine the aggravating
factors that can result in a sentence of deatli.
With these hvo remarkable opinions, the United States Supreme Court removed the
death penalty for more tlian 370 doomed death row inmates. This is the equivalent of LO%
of tlie total death row population in the nation.
How about the nation's leading death machine in our fine State of Texas? Since 1982,
Texas has led the nation in executions with 274 people, more tlian triple that of secondplaceVirginia. Texas' total would be reduced by only six people, that we know of, had Texas
banned the practice of executing mentally retarded people. Thus, Atkills will hardly end
capital punishment in this state as we know it. Nonetheless, it was just fourteen months
ago that Governor Kick Perry vetoed legislation to pre7rent executiou of the mentally retarded in Texas. While it is easy to criticize the Governor's decision to veto such pertinent
legislation, his actions reflect the epitome of what is deficient about the application and
administration of the death penalty: politics. Governor Perry has never been elected as
governor of Texas. From the nionlent he assun~edoffice, he has been in a political race. To
appear anytliing other than tough on crime may bring peril at the ballot box. T,\'e can all be
assured tliat political surveys and polls wel-e taken prior to his veto in order to detem~ine
which way the political winds would be blowing.
Perry has insisted, as he did a year ago, that current procedural protections under the
Texas death penalty statute are adequate. However, the ordinary protections in a criminal
case in Texas are no different from those rejected as insufficient and unconstitutional in
Atkins.
Needless to say, the Atkiirs opinion will spawn an entirely new industry in Texas death
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penalty jurisprudence. Be assured that as prosecutors awund
Texas evaluate cases for death trial worthiness, countless experts mill surface who are magically able to determine mental
retardation (or more likely: the lack thereof) with only minimalpsychologicaltesting.Prosecutorslookingaheadof the legislative session, have already announced that the question of
mental retardation should be determined only after the defe11dant is found guilty and sentenced to death. Such an approach
is ridiculous. A prosecutor's hope is that a jury committed to a
sentence of death would likely nullify a valid claim of mental
retardation if the factsand circun~sta~~ces
of the offense are sufficientlygruesome and appalliug.
A more logical approach to this forthcoming issue would be
to address mental retardation prior to the capital trial. This
would conserve tax dollars and relieve victims of the trauma
associated with a death penalty trial. Asimple pre ttial proced u ~ tor
e determining mental retardation would allow such a
decision to be made in a reflective process and not the emotional scurry associated with the death penalty trial.
To submit to the jury the questiou of mental retardation after the jury has alreadyfound the death penalty to be appropriate invites bias and renders hollow the process that this nation
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New Home Office
It is with a great deal of pride that I nnnounce our home
officemove to our new building at 1707Nueces. Gerry Morris,
Betty BlackweU and Randy Wilson along with our executive
director, JosephMartinez, have devoted wuutless hours to make
this acquisition possible. Unlike our former facility where we
converted a home into an office, this building is already tonfigured and space planned for the busy operations of our association. With a little paiut and landscaping, it will appear as if
we have been there forever. Please stop by next time you ale in
the Austin area and let Joseph and his tremendous staff know
how much you appreciate them and the new facility. &

Cregorylohn King

Brian Baker
San Marcor

would no longer subject the mentally retarded to its most severe punishment.
Governor Perry said in May of 2001 that Texas should wait
for the Supreme Court to address this issue. It has now been
addressed. The upcoming legislative session will show if Texas
is t~ulyready to step to the forefront of decency and honor in
connectron with the administration of its most extreme punishment, the death penaly.

Phibp Wirchkaamper

Houston

Barbara E. Hartle
Hourton

Kenneth Florence
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and Outreach
T

hanks to our TCDLA and CDLP leadership, we have committed to provide 29 CLE
seminars from September 2002 through August 2003. These seminars present the
finest CLE training of criminal defense lawyen in Texas and will be held in every
region of the state. We are making every effort to workwith administrative court judges, as
well as local judges, to provide outstanding training to meet and exceed SB 7 requirements.
As part of our outreach effort, we continue to workwith local criminal defense lawyers
associations, those established and those looking for help in getting established. We have
developed a one-day seminar through CDLP which will be coordinated and co-sponsored
with thelocal CDLA in fivecities. If timeandresources permit we may add more sites to the
schedule.
TCDLA is very fortunate to have a tremendous body of knowledge to draw upon in the
past three years. We have utilized the combined experience of the more than 150 extmordinary facnlty who have presented and written papers on important legal topics. We also have
had the benefit of additional legal experts who have volunteered their time t o educate our
members about their specialization,hi addition, we have had the assistance of approximately 100 course directors who have conceptualized, coordinated and directed our seminars. We will be using all their expertise as we develop new and more powerful methods of
CLE training. This inch~desthe use of the Internet, long distance learning and CD-Ram
technolw.
hi the months ahead we will be compiling a list of every lawyer on county approved
Indigent Defense lists. This list will be part of our database to bettel assist local judges. We
will also publish 12 new legal manuals on topics such as Search and Seizure, Appeals, and
more.
Our two lobbyists, Keith Hampton and M e n Place, are preparing for the start of the
78th Texas Legislature and wdI focus on those issues that will have the greatest impact on
our members and the criminal defense bar.
Because of the quality our CLE education, the excellence of our legal publications, the
support to membe~sthrough the Strike Force netwolk, the extraordinary networking opportunities through our seminars and listserv, the access to specialized information on the
'inembers only" section of our web site -there is no other state bar association that provides greater benefits to its menlhers. Help your association to grow. Tell a colleague about
us, direct him or her to visit our web site to apply for membership or to call the home oftice
for a membership brochure.
With your continuing support, TCDLA will make a difference in every courtroom in
Texas. &
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Pleaw mnrk your calendar now for upcoming events.
Any changes to the schedule will be announced in the VOICE
September 17,2002
Formrr on Cosf-Effective
Indigent Defense Systems in T ' u s
Austin

February 20-21,2003
CDLP Evidencefor the 214f Cerihrry
CO-sponsoredwith HCDLA
Houston

October 3-4,2002
CDLP EVide~cefOrt h e t l s t Centmy
Hiiton Midland 8r Toweven
Midland

March 10,2003
Snpreme Court Swearing 111
Waskington, D.C.

November, 2002
CDLP Phone Seminar
TBA
December 5-6,2002
TCDLA Event
Radison Plaza Hotel
Fort Worth
December 7,2002
TCDLABoardMeeting
Fort Worth
fanuary 23-24,2003
CDLPEvidencefor the 21st Gmtury
La Posada Hotel
Laredo
February, 2003
CDLPPhone Seminor
TBA
February 7,2003
Irtsardty Defense Semimr
Co-sponsored with TDCAA,
'&ms Society of Psychiatlic Physicians
and Rxas State Bar
Auditorium, Texas Legislatufe

March 4-9,2003
CRLP Criminal Trial Advorncy ImtitUfe
Huntsville
Match 14-18,2003
CDLP Cupitnl Murdurdar
co-sponorship TBA
Austin

March 27-28,2003
CDLP Evidmeefbr the21st Century
Texarkana
April 10-11,2003
TCDLA Ch;ldAbuse/ForensicSeminnr
Weston Oaks (Galleria)
Houston
A d , 2003
CDLPPhone Seminor
TBA
May 9,2003
TCDLA DWISemirrar
Dallas
June 5-7,2003
18th AnnnalRusty Duncan
Masriott Rivmalk
San Antonio

February 13-17,2003
TCDLAPresideni's nP
i
Whistler, Canada
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Fundamental
Error
T

'

he case of Victo~Htrgo Salrlnrto The State of T a m is the subject of an impressive
law review article published in the Scholnr andauthored by TCDLA member Diana
Hoermann. Her analysis of both SaMarzo opinions as well as the treatment of the
use of race dnling a trial in civil cases, in the caul ts of other states and in the fedem1courts,
shows that the Court of Criminal Appeals stands alone on this issne, a dubious distinction
at best.
In the original Salrlnrro opinion, the court upheld that the imposition of the death penaltywhere the jury hea~dtestinlony from an expert witness who stated that a persolis race
is a factor that should be considered by a jury in deciding whether a person should be
sentenced to death. The witness testified that the fact that Mr. Saldano was Hispanic was a
factor supporting the conclusion that he would pose a danger in the fi~ture.He based this
outrageous claim on the various studies showing that the number of African-Americans
and Hispanics are over-represented in the prison system. There was no objection to this
testimony during the trial. On appeal ML Saldnno argued that itwas impernlissible for the
jury to consider race in determining whether to impose the death penalty. The Court of
Criminal Appeals held thnt no error was preserved for review because no objection was
made at trial. The coort rejected the appellant's request that it consider the injection of race
into the case as fundameutal elror under Texas Rule of Ev~dence103(d).
The Attorney General took the extraordinarystep of confessingerror in the UnitedStates
Supreme
Court. The judgment of the Court of Criminal Appeals was vacated by the Sw
COMMENT
preme Court and the case was remanded"for further consideration in light of the confession of error by the Solicitor General of Texas."Undaunted hy this turn of events, the Court
of Criminal Appeals again upheld the death sentence in Saldano11.In tbat decision, issued
on March 13,2002, the comt stuck to itsgunsand again stated that because of the failure to
object, nothing was presented for review. The court opined that the complained of error
was merely an evidentiarymatter requiring an objection to preserve it for appellate review,
The comt also stated that most elrors of constitutional dimension require an objection to
be pleserved for appellate revmv. In Saldwo 11,that court did not address Texas Rule of
Evidence 103(d).
After reviewing the Snldano opinions, Ms. Hoermann analyzes the treatment of race in
other cases. In a number of prior decisions of the Court of Criminal Appeals, race based
comments andargument have been found to be harmful error which couldnot be cured by
a trial court's curative ~nstruction.She found tbat in civil appellate mattels,Texas appellate
courts, including the Snpleine Court of Texas, have recognized that appeals to racial prejudice constitute leversible error even if no objection is made at trial. Likewise, the courts of
other states have condemned the use of race in trials. The article cites cases ~ecognizingthe
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fimdamental nature of the right to a t~ial free fromracialprejudice.
The gderal court decisions reviewed in the article provide
that a person's race is iuelcvant in death penalty proceedings
and that error involving race should be reviewed even in the
absence of an objection. The article also includes a review of
United States Supreme Couft decisions involving lace and
shows that Snldano and Snldano I1 are anomalies in American
jurisp1ndence.
In Iight of the comprehensivereview of the law, itis difficult
to understand why the Court of Criminal Appealsfailed to conclude that the error in Saldalio was fundamental. Ms Hoermann
states
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Get Comprehensive Legal ResearchAt A Price You Can Aford!

I

I

Lolslaw pmuldes lnlernet

access to prmaw taw
databases for all 50 slales.
the Distrlclof Columbia
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federal law llbanss.

The court's inability to determine the harmful effect, the histo~,icalcondemnation of the use of race
in the justice system and laws passed preventing
the use of race in capital sentencing proceedings,
as well as society's recognition that r~cislnwill not
be tolerated, dictate that it was fundamental ermr
for the State to intloduce the testimony of Dr.
Quijano concerning race as a permissible aggravating factor upon which the jury was allowed to
base its sentencingdecision.

LoIslaw pmvlde~
-1-elfeclwe.
flat-mte
legal research pncfng,
fres wwlng, printing.
downloadmg, and 24R
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Diana Hoermann's article gives readers a thorough and WRII
researched analysis of the SnMano opinions as well as thoughtful criticism af therefiisalof the Court of Criminal Appeals to
review the question of whether the there was fundamental error affecting substantial rights under Rule 103(d) of the Texas
Rules of Evidence. &
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Existina Customers:
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available depending on your current servlce and agreements.
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The Defendant

- Big Time
aldo Snerd could have done without his latest court appointment. Clancy Coker
had been indicted for murder in the coulse of committing kidnapping, robbery
and rape - vaginal and anal. When Waldo looked at the State's case, it was
more than a little depressing. Eyewitness testimony and a surveillance tape put Clancy in
the area where the events occurred. DNA evidence nailed him1 on the rape issues.
Waldo and his co-counsel, Gary Glertz, could only find one issue to focus on: How did
thevictim die? Misty Mayfield was the victin~in the case and her death had been caused by
a fall From the roof of a ten-story building where the rape had occurred. The State's only
witness as to this issue was the parish coroner who was available to testify as to a series of
superficial stab wounds to Misty's upper chest area. It was the coroner's thesis that most of
these wounds were caused by Clsncy, after the rape had occurred, to force his victim to MI
off the roof.
Both Waldo and Gary had heard former TCDLA President and ethics guru Richa~dM e r son speak on that topic. They knew that the client controls the plea, whether to testify and,
if convided,whether to go to the judge or jury on punishment. Sincethis was a capital case,
the dient was in control of the first two hut the statute required jury sentencing.Waldo and
Gary had never heard Richard say anything about the client being in control of trial tactics.
Waldo and Gary were experienced public defenders and decided that they should concede the obvious and fight the battle on the issue of why Misty fell to her death. In his
opening statement, Gary told the jury:

W

FEDERAL
CORNE~

The evidence will show that the victim, Misty Mayfield, died during the commission of a felony. It will not show that Clancy Coker specificallyintended to
kill her. It will not show thathe even caused her death. In essence, the evidence
will show that Claocy Coker is guilty of second degree murder. Nothing more.
We are not going to say anything less, just that, second degree murder.
We are not going to contest that Clancy Coker raped the victim. It was a terrible thing he did, but he did it. We are not going to contest that. Likewise we
are not going to contest the fact thxt he abducted her first and brought her up
to the roof. We are not contestingthat. We are not going tocontest the factthat
at some point he possibly robbed her.

...
Counsel conduded by saying:
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...

[The evidence] is enough for second degree n u r der and that's what we are going to ask you to do at
the end of the trial, come back with a verdict of
second degree murder, no more, no less.

Whatever theleasonsfor thejury's inabilitytoagree
on a capital verdict, Clancy's counsel succeeded in
avoiding the death sentence.

Waldo really felt good about his opening statement -until
Clancy said that he wanted to talk to the judge. Aftel the jury
was retired, Clancy told the court:

Applyinga Str icklnndstandard(Stricklnrrrltr TVashingfon,466
U.S. 688,104 S.Ct. 2052, SO L.Ed.2d 674 (1984)) that con1t rejected Clancy's ineffective assistance of counsel argument.

I don't agree with what theselawye~saredoing,talking about I'nlguilty of second degree n~urder.I'm
not guilty of second deglee or filst degree. If that
is the way they alegoing to represent me, they need
to just jump o w there with the D.A.'s. They ain't
representing me. Telling jurors that I'nl guilty of
second degree murder ain't tl ying to represent me
in no kind of way. I disagree with what they are
doing.

...

He also stated:

I specitlcally asked my lawyers not to do what
they-they said they were going to do this second
degreejunk. I don't like that. Imean, I'mnot guilty.
I don't feel I'm guilty of second degree or first degree and I don't agree with them.
To no one's surprise, Clancy was convicted; however, to
everyone's surprise, the j u ~ ycould not agree on a verdict and
the judge, as requiredby law, sentenced Clancy to a term of life
inlprisonment at hard labor without benefit of probation, parole or suspension of sentence.
Because Ckncyhad contemporaneously objected toWa1do's
tlial tactics, he was able to raise the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal. The Louisiana Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit ]ejectedhis claim:
Here counsel's strategy was to pe~suadethe jury
against a capital verdict in the bifurcated proceedings. The State did not rely on defense counsel's
concessions. The State's evidence was legally sufficient to prove that Clancy was engaged in one or
more of the enumerated felon~esin the filst degree
murder statute. Based on the totahty of the evidence, a reasonablejuror could have concluded that
Clancy had committed the agglamted kidnapping,
rape, and armed robbery of Misty Mayfield. Bemuse the evidence (the wallet, the rape and the
DNA andblood evidence) proved that Clancycommitted the underlying felonies, only one of which
was necessary to convlct, Clancy was not prejudiced
by counsel's strategy to focus on the specific intent
element and the requi~ementthat specific intent
be paved by what the circumstances indicated to
the exclusion of other reasonable hypotheses of
innocence.

...

Well, it should be obvious that there was a realclancy Gker.
His nanlewasBrandon Haynes and hisconviction~vasaftinned
in State I? Hu)ws, 662 So.2d 849 (1996). Haynes eveutuaKy
sought habeas ~eliefin the United States Dist~ict Court for the
Western District of Louisiana. Jndge Donald E. Walter, in a
unpublished opinion, found that "...the actions of Haynes'
counsel in conceding partial guilt over Haynes' express objection resulted in the constructive denial ofcounsel, causing per
se pejudice under the standard set fol th in U.S. v, Cro~zic.466
US. 648, 104 S.Ct. 2039,80 L.Ed.2d 657 (1984):'
After Cain -warden of the Louisiana State Penitentiaryappealed, a divided panel of the Circuit [Politz, Kazen (Chief
District Judgeof the Southern District of Texas, sitting by designation) and Emilio M. Garza (dissenting)] affirmed the district court. Judge Politz determined that the question before
the c o u ~".
t ..is whether by explicitly conceding his guilt on the
underlying felonies from the beginning of the case, by not contesting the prosecution's evidence on those felonies, and by urging the jury to find him guilty of nothing less than second degree murder, counsel'fail[edl to subject the prosecution2scase
to meaningful adversarial testing."'
In finding a constructive denial of counsel under Cronic,
Judge Politl!wlote,

This is 1rota case of a defendant slmply wanting to
direct his defense; it is a case of a defendant
staunchly maintaining his innocence to felonies
that are theprimary foundation ofthe prosecution'^
case, and from which spring the inferences necessary for the jury to find guilt of the greater charge.
By asking the juryto find theirclientguiltyof those
felonies in their opening statement, counsel inappropriately lessened the prosecution's bnrden in
leading the jury to make the inference he intentionally caused the victiufs death. Absent the requisite partisan advocacy on such an integral aspect
of the prosecution's case we cannot saythat Haynes
received the constitutionally mandated fair trial.
H o p e s v, Cairl, 272 F.3d 757 (5th Cir. 2001)
Haynes' habeas victories were taken from him when the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, sitting eft
Itaric, reversed the district court. Hnynes v. Cnin, -E3d -,
2002WL 1539761 (5th Cir. 2002).
Subsequent to the panel's decision in Hnynes, the Supreme
Court had decided Bell v. Cone, -U S . , 122 S.Ct. 1843,
L.Ed2d -, (2002).As JudgeEmilio M. Garza,writing for
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the court, noted:

II

In Bell, the Court reaffirmed that Cronicappliesin
those cases in which defense couusel'entirely fails
to subject the prosecution's case to meaningful
adversarial testing.' ...More importantly, it clarified that an attorney's failure must he complete,
noting that the difference between the situations
addressed by Sfrickland and Cronic is 'not of degree but of kind.'

I

Applying Bell t o the facts in Haynes, Judge Garza concluded:
In sum, this is not a situation in which Haynes'
attorneys abandonedtheir client. Instead, they coutinucd to represent him throughout the course of
the trial, adopting a strategy which in their judgment accorded Haynes the best opportunity for a
favorable outcome. Ultimately, their strategy
proved effective in avoiding the death penalty for
their c1ieut.A~the SupremeCourt indicatedinBell,
when defense coimsel pursue a strategy, even if it
involves concedingcertain elements or remaining
inactive at specific points during the trial, we will
examine the effectiveness of their performanceand
the propriety of their decisions under Strickland
Bell, 122 S.Ct. at 1851-52. Thus, we hold that the
Louisianastate court properly identified Strickland
as the correct governing legal principle under
which to evaluate Haynes'ineffective assistance of
counsel claim. The state court's adjudication of
Haynes' habeas petition, therefore, was not coutrary to clearly established federal law.

Given the overwhelmingevidence defense counsel
faced, the Louisiana Court of Appeal was not unreasonable in concluding that the strategy ultimately adopted by Haynes' attorneys likely succeeded in obtaining the best possible outcome under the circumstances.
Judge Parker,joined by JudgesWiener and DeMoss disented.
It is, perhaps, unfair to Judge Parker to condense his dissent to
one paragraph; however, it is this paragraph that sums up the
thrust of his dissent and the ethicalissue which confront6court
appointed counsel in so many cases:
Inshort,Haynes had theconstitutional right to deddewhether he wanted his counsel to concede guilt
on a lesser charge. Haynes informed trial counsel
that he wanted a defense that contested both second degree and first degree murder. They refused
to provide such a defense. As I see it, trial counsel
didnot have the authority to make that decision.
So what do we learn from Haynes' journey through the habeas system? Most important, because of the Supreme Court
decision in Bell, is the lesson that Stricklandrather than Cronic
is more likely to be the controlling authoriq. Unless the lawyer
is absent or asleep or something equally uncommon, habeas
petitioners arenot going to beable to rely on Cronic'spresumed
prejudice exception to the Strickland standard.
There is also the practical lesson from Haytzes: You don't
haw to consult with your court appointed dient as to matters
of trial strategybut, ifyou don't,you run the riskofbeingwhere
Haynes'court appointed counsel wound up; i.e., being accused
of providing ineffective assistance after they had saved their
kidnapping, robbing, iaping and murdering client's life. &
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Keeping
Government From
Falling Asleep

A

s the reforms in indigent criminal defense evolve, spa~kedby last session's Fair Defense Act, it has become clealer that the changes in motion aleless a series of technicalreshapings of the practice of representing the poor in c~iminalcou~t,
and more a
general awakening for state government. The aspiration of equality of justice has never
been met, hut genelations of jurists and lawmakels seem to have been only half-conscious
of this sombe~lealit): as if they've been sleepwalking through the history of indigent defense. Look at the repol ts issued by defense attorneys over the yeas:

Tlre lack of ndeqaatefiijmicinl rind nmitpowet resources hns seriorrsly cr@ppled the
ntte~rrpts...to provide ttirlyefiicth~erepresentntron.Tlrefinnrrcialrnnbi1rt)~oJlocal
goverttnrerrtnl rrrtits to supply wiigeirf defense setaves ...lrns tesrrlted bl vast disparities irr the scope nr~dqlmliiy of repfeserrtntiotiprvvidedfor indige~rtfelorrydefer~dnrrts.
National Legal Aid and Defender Association, The Otlrer Face of Jrrstice (1973). About a
decade late^, the ABA Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants reported:

CAPITOL
CORNEH

Oi,erall, there is abtoldnrrt elklerrce ... that deferrse sersices for the poor nre itrodeqtmte/j~firndd.As a resrrlt, rrrilliorrs ofpersoris irr the Urrited States who h v e n
corrstitrrtiorrnl right to corrnsel are denied effective legal representntion. Soiiretirrres
deferrrln~ttsareinndeqlmtely represerrted:otller tirnes. . .no lawyer isprovidedor n
corrstitutio~tnllydefective i w i w is accepted by tlre corrrt. Defetrdnnts s t f i r quite
directly, a d the criwrirml justice sj~stemfrrirctiorrsinefficiently ....

And thele were State Bar reports, the Spangenburg Report, and TCDLA reports as the
years passed.
in 1963. But Gideon's demand for
The Supreme Court decided Gideoii I< Wair~~vrigllrr
equality has been followed for the rest of the last century with a serenity of inaction. Either
the poor accused were so heroically defended throughout this time that no change was necessary until suddenly this year, or the conditions described by reports from the criminal
defense bar continued and settled, perhaps with consolation from the resigned pedestrian
platitude that this is the way it has always heen and will always be, no use in trying to improve. If the latter description explains the long interval of uneventfulness, then the Fair
Defense Act is the overdue clarion euactment that has startled a napping government, and
announced a certain impatience with judicial indifference and lawyer despair. The passage
of the Act is proof that we are not frozen in the failure to meet the promise of Gideon. The
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poor can and should have quality representation in every case
in every cou~t.But this constitutional right is not a self-executing guarantee.
For our part, we have rolled up our sleeves and stopped
shruggiug our shoulders. Local criminal defense bars are actively seekingwaystoeusu~ethat the poor are fairly represented
and that the cour t-appointed attorneys have the necessary resources to aggressively represent their clients. Standards exist
inlocales that had none and those that did have raised the bar.
We have been semitive to costs to counties, and TCDIA and
local bars have suggested wq7s to save money without shorts h ifting
~
indigent defense. TCDLA has helped create new local
associations and co-hosted a seminar with national organizatious focusedexdusivdy on this issue. We ale in every county
in the state. It is accurate to say that we are doing everything
we call to implement the Fair Defense Act, improve indigent
replesentation and work towa~dsthe goal of equality ofjustice
for poor people accused of criminal cond~~ct.
Equality, afterall, was Gideon's point:
br o w ndversarysysml of CI imitrdjrrshce, alry per-

son haled into corrrt, who is too poor to hire a lawyer,
cn~rnotbe nssrrreda fair trinl rrnless corrmel is provided for him. This seem to rrs to be nrr obviorrs
tnrtlr. Governments, both state nnd jedernl, qrrite
properly spend vast srrfrrsojrrroney to establislr nmchitlery to try definrlnnts accrrsed ofcr ime. L a w j m
toprosecrrte are everytvlreredeemed essential toprotect thep~rblic'sintwest in an orderly society. Simi-

ACCUSED
OF A
CRIME?
Here's What You
Need To Know
About Going To
Court...
Lubbock Crimlnal Defense
Lawyers Assoclatlon
Tel: 806 7666236
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/ a r b there nrefew defertrlntrts charged ~ i t l rcrime,
fitv ideed, who jail fo hir e the best lawyers they can
get to prepare nrrdpreserrt their defirrses. Tlmtgoverimetrt hires lnivpers to prosecute nrd defendarrts
~vlroirave the tno?reyhire lawyers to defend ale the
strongestindicatio~rsofthe wirlesprend beliefthnt l a w
ysrs hr oi~nirralcourts a,r ~lecessities,not lrmnries.
The right of one charged wifh crio~eto corrrael nrny
trot be deenredfir~rdnn~rr~tal
and esserrtinl to fair trials irr sonre corrrltries, but it is in ours. Fronr tlre very
beginning, o w stnte orrd nnriorrnl conrtit~rtionsnrd
andsublaws have Ia~greatettipha~iso~rprocedrcml
stnrrtive safegrrnrds designed to assrrre hrir trials before irnpnrtinl tribrrnnls b~ which every defermdarrt
stand3 e q t d before the law. T71isnoble idenl carrnot
berealizediftlrepoor nmrl charged with crirnelm to
face hrs nccrrsers without a lawyer to assist him.
Gideutr K I.Vainwr.i.qht, 372 U.S. 335,344 n.3 (1963). As the
letter from the judge of Wood County (see adjacent page ) illustrates, perhaps the Texas judiciary stdl has a way to go in
pursuit of the noble idea of equality of rights. Apparently, in
some places in our state, judges slumber and the justice they
are sworn to administer ermaius someone else's dream. The
Indigent Defense Task Force soon will have some reconnnendatious for the next session, and we will lepolt those to you.
Hopefully,the Task Force won't adopt the Wood Countv, wav, of
prokdin; justice to the poor. &

Last nrotrtlr's VOICE
fentrrred a brochrrre project
b y tlre Lubbock Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association to educate crivri~ml
defendmts of the ,reedfor a
good defrrrse. For more
a,formariori or1 lro~vyorir
local nssociatiorr con
ptodrrce n si~rrilarbroclrure,
contact Cltrrck Lnrrelmrt,
chucklanehart@hotmail.com
(806) 765-7370.
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Don't Be Afrald TO
Ask Questlons

The County of Wood
Quitrnan, Texas
O f f ice of The
county Judge

1.Alexander

-

...

- - ..~
- -..-..-

May 16,2002
Task Force on Indigent Defense
205 West 14"'St., Suite 600
Tom C. Clark Bldg.
Austin, Texas 78711-2066
Dear Sirs
The Indigent Defense Act is a loosy.piece of legislation which was fostered by the
defense attorneys ofTexas, and consequently, it will cost the taxpayers ofTexasa bundle
ofmoney. This bill, like many others, leave the funding partially or wholly upon the
local taxpayers. In this case, the legislature conveniently failed to adequately fnnd the
bill. On top of that, we have now started receiving reports to fill out (attached) which
require stafftime and money and, likewise, this cost was not funded.
Furthermore, the inmates are now spending more time in jail. In the past, the
Assistant District Attomey made jail call weekly, and a lot of misdemeanors plead out of
jail. Now, they all have attorneys, and the District Attorney can't talk to them.
Consequently, they spend time in jail because they can't make bond, and they are waiting
for a day in court so they can then plea their case. These attorneys that dreamed this up
screwed up the whole systeni.
Ifyou gel the impression thal I am mad about the whole thing, you are prmiscly
correct. This is the result of stupid legislation done in the name to assist the oppressed.
The tmth of the matter is, 99 percent ate guilty as charged, and they know it. The
innocent can always plead not guilty and be represented by counsel.

County Judge

WJA/t,r
Enclosure

WWW.TCOLA.COM
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STATEOFTEXAS

IN THE

VS.

JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY, TEXAS

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR FREE APPELLATE RECORD

,Defendant in theabove entitled and numbered cause, by and

NOW COMES,
through his attorney of record,

and moves the Court as follo~vs:

I.

The defendant herein was convicted of the Eelany offense of lnansiaughter and was aswsed a
sentence of confinement in the Institutional Division of the Department of Criminal Justice for 20 years.

11.

The defendant has heretofore given Notice of Appeal to the Court of Appeals far the
Judicial District at

.

Texas.

111.

The defendant continues to kindigent andis unable to pay for a hue and correct copy of the
Court Keporter's Record or the Clerki Recold in this cause and moves the Court to o d e r the court
leporter to transcribe all testin~onyat the trial of this cause, as specifiedin the defendant's Designation
of Evidence, at no expense to the Defendant. In support hereof, the Defendaof attaches his Affidavit of
Indigency.
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1v.
The defendant also requests that the court direct the c1e1.kto fu~nisha true and correct copy ofthe
transcript of all pleadings, orders and other docunlents in the court's file, as specified in the Defendant's
Designation of Record in this cause, at no erpenoe to the defendant, and in support hereof, the defendant
has attached his Affidavit of Indigencp:

v.
The defendant hereby reqnests this Court to set thismatter for a hearing, and after said hearing the
defendant moves the Caul tto find that the defendant is unable to pay for or give security for the Reporter's
t
to fulnish the
Record or Clerk's Record in this cause and moves the Court to order the c o u ~reporter
Repoito's Record and to order the clerk to furnish the Clerk's Record at no expense to the defendant, said
expense to be paid from the General Funds of the County.

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the defendant respectfully prays that this Honorable
Court will grant all relief sought herein.
Respectfully submitted,

[Address, etc.]
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

CERTIFICATE DP SERVICE
I certify that a true and correct copy of the above document was served on the-

County

District Attorney by deliwing a copy to the Office of the District Attorney, on this day, August 20,2002.
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NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

IN THE

vs

JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY, TEXAS

APPELLANT'S AFFLDAVIT OF INDIGENCY

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared the defendant in the
above styled and nunibered cause who was known to me to be the person whose signature iis subscribed
hereto as Affiant, who being by me duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:

"My name is
and1 wasthe defendant in the abovestyled andnumheredcause.
County Jail and declare under penalty of
I am presently incarce~atedin the
perjuly that the foregoing is trueand correct. On February 16,2002, the judgment and
imposition of sentence was entered against me in this cause. I have given written Notice
of Appeal to the Court of Appeals for t
h
e JudicialDist~ictin
,Texas. I
am indigent in that I have no money, property or assets of any kind sufficient to enable me
to pay for or give security in order to pay for the Reporter's Record or Clerk'sRecord in this
cause and I hereby request that the court order the court reporter andclerkto fulnish the
appellate record of the entile trial proceedings at no expense to me."

DEFENDANT
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBEDbefore me, the undersigned authority
on this day,

,2002.

DISTRICT CLERKINOTARY PUBLIC
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by
SHAWNA L. REAGIN

M

uch has been written and said in the past few years
about the alleged ineffectiveness of lawyers who are
court-appointed to represent indigent criminal defendants inTexas courts. Some of this criticism was
well-founded and well-deserved, and it remains to
be seen whether the Fair Defense Act, only recently implemented and in
varying degrees throughout the state, will effect any perceptible change.
The debate continues to rage over whether a lawyer who depends to any
degree on the trial judge for hislher appointment will ever truly hnction as competent and independent counsel, and anecdotal evidence
can be garnered in support of both sides. Texas' real skeleton in the attic, however, is the extent to which the appellate courts of this state foster and protect incompetent counsel at all levels of the process, then
sweep their secrets under the proverbial rug. [A mixed metaphor, perhaps, but apt, nonetheless - this cover-up makes the Catholic Church a
veritable fount of discIosure].~nternationalattention once again turned to Our
Great State in the wake of Ex Parte Graves, 2002 W L4528 (Tex.Crim.App. No. 73,927,
decided Jan. 2,2002). As almost everyone knows by now, the same trendsetters [with
some cast changes] who had no problem with the infamous sleeping lawyer in a death
penalty case, have now pronounced Death Row inmates undeserving of competent
habeas counsel, notwithstanding the fact that said counsel is the condemned's last
charm to escape the executioner. The only thing going for this decisional blunder is
that it waspublished,unlike the direct appeaI and denial of two previous writs, making
its reasoning, or lack thereof, available to aU the world. Whatever else one may say
about the opinion, one cannot accuse the Court of attempting to hide its actions in
this case from public review; it is this characteristic that sets Graves apart from the
majority of criminal cases in general, and from cases involving ineffective assistance
of counsel in particular.
Anthony G~aves'habeascounsel was appointedby the very Court that subsequently
disclaimed any responsibility for ensuring that maximunl-riskappellants have com-
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petent representation.' This tasty tidbit was overlooked in a
lot of the attendant hueand CI y, and is, in itself, war th volumes
of social, legal and moral cornmentaly. However, the arrogant
disregard for the quality of representation afforded the crimin d y accused spreads far beyond the death penalty and courtappointed context. The appellate courts of Texas are using unpublished opinions and the discretionary power of review to
excuse incompetent trial performances so severe as to constitutecompletedenialsafdueprocess,whileshieldingthemselves
from any type of informed scrutiny or public criticism.
What good does it do for trial courts to impose minimum
standards of competence for appointed counsel, if the appellate courts refuse to uphold those standards in even the most
minimal fashion? War se, a n ~ f amore
r
frequent lately,are those
cases where the accusedis represented by retained counsel who,
as is gaossly apparent even from the trial record itself, has not
the slightest concept of criminallaw orbasic courtroomprocedure. The most common tactic enrployed by the courts of appeal in these instances is to dismiss every deficiency as "trial
strategy;"Strick1attdja requirement that the strategy be "plausible" plays no part in what passes for analysis. For those felv
missteps so egregious [and they are few] as to defy Strategy:
the courts impose a uniquely-tailored, outcome-determinative
test not found in Stricklarid and its progeny, to render the errors harmless. An alternativeploy,lately observed, is to falsely
claim that the appellate brief either does not properly cite the
record or controlling authority to present the claim for review,
The First Court of Appeals recently averruled claims of ineffectiveassistance at both phases of a jury trial for burglary of
a habitation, enhauced by a prior conviction to first-degree.'
The Court found all of the following to constitute reasonable
trial strategy, despite the Court's recognition that the defeme
was the appellant's stated belief that he had permission to enter
the home:
( I ) failure to file pretrial motions, despite the fact that counsel was apparently surprised by evidence of a post-arrest oral
admission he had no clue how to address, and the existence of
a pending extraneous to whichbe h~mselfopened the door;
(2) fadure to object to prosecutor advising venire that appellant had a prior felony conviction and that 'leasonable
doubt"was just amgiltfeeling";
(3) advising venire that "consent" was not in dispute, despite that being the entire defense, dong with inability to distinguish between two phases of trial;
(4) failure to object toproseeutor eliciting multiple instances
oftestimony that directly commented on accused's post-arrest
silence, his failure to provide an exculpatory story and co-defendants' alleged adm~ssiousof guilty knowledge, imputed to
appellant;
(5) incorrectly objecting to excusal of a sworn juror as "disabled: contrary to law, after makiug it dear on the record he
believed losing the julor was injurious to his client;
(6) repeatedly eniphasizing on cross-examination the
amount of stolen property found in appellant's possession, directly contradicting his own testimony that he had none;
(7) making no effort to prevent appellant's impeachment
with plior convictions, proving on record he had no know-
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edge of law that allowed him to do so, asking questions on direct that opened the door to prior arrests, pending charges and
inadmissible misdemeanors and then only covering some of
the ground when appellant was sole defense witness andcredibility was vital;
(8) failure to object to prosecutor's improper characterization of prior possession as involvingmore cocaine than it did:
(9)failure to preselve error on issue of appellant being on
psychotropic medication at trial in an attempt to explain
accused's difficultycomnrunicatiugto jury, disallowed because
counselwasunableto distinguish betweenstateofmindat time
of offense, mistake of fact defense and diminished capacity, all
of which was on the record as not intentional, but the result of
ignorance;
(10) failure to object to prosecutor repeatedly demanding
that defendant comment on truthfulness of state's witnesses;
(11) describing for jury at guilt/innocence how he himself
has "a past" and was involved in divorce proceedings that required him being tracked down and served with papers during
trial; and
(12) failure to object to prosecutor's fmal argument at guilt/
innocence to:
(a) appellant having a year tomcomeup with"hisstorf
[another improper comment on post-arrest silence];
(b) advisiug jury tbat co-defendants would have invoked their 5'h amendment privileges [this followed the
prosecutor's earlier, unobjected-to"testimouy"on this subject,
despite no evidence being offered;]
(c) defense counsel had been told by the court not to
talk about the co-defendants' 5* amendment, but had done so
anyway [uutrue];
(dl he had not been able to present some evidence to
the jury because the defense would have objected [an overly
optimistic assertion, but improper all the same];
(el that the accused is a liar and lied to them; and
(f) the jury should could consider the range of punishment in determining guiltfinnocence.
None of the foregoing was even recognized as deficient by
the Court; instead, it was summarily dismissed as "strategy:
without explanation as to how any of that conduct would further a strategywhereby "not guilty" was the aim. More egregious, however, was the Court's claim that it would not address
counsel'sfailure to challengebiasedjurors and failure to object
to prosecutor's repeated commentary that the co-defendants
would invoke their privilege against self-inc~iminationifcalled,
because appellant had not provided record cites in his brief.
Thisassertionwas blatantly untrue,andappearedto hearather
transparent excuse to avoid having to justify those actions as
either "harmless" or "strategy."
The Court did appear to recognize some deficiency in permitting the appellant to stipnlate at punishment tbat he had
previously been convicted of a more serious felony than he
had been, hut it could not see how this would "prejudice" a
person. It likewise could not see the harm in failing to challenge the admissibility of the appellant's priors at guilt/imnocence [although the Court also passed this of£as"strategy"],
since they all wuuld have come in anyway once he testified.

This conclusion begs both logic and prevailing case law, but
who's counting.
Watson is not an anomaly, except in regard to his sentence
of "only" fifteen years in prison, which of course makes it all
bettet [It is by nowwell-established that theselorver-endsentences render all error "harmless," just as maximum sentences
are proof of overwhelming guilt, which also makes any error
harn~less.]Consider this limited sanlpling:

3. AtonzoSarnuel' State, No. 14-01-00255-CR,unpublished
panel opinion decided Jan. 17, 2002, Motion to Reconsider
Publication Status denied, PDR filed Feb. 1, 2002: Retaitred
counsel in murder trial unable to articulate request for "voluntary conduct" charge, despite fact that gist of defense was that
defendant "accidentally" pulled trigger out of mistaken belief
that complainant he knew was an unknown intruder and trial
court used that to deny requested charges on self-defense and
defense ofproperty,but permittedState's chargeonmanslaugh1. Michael Ray Earls v. State, Nos, 12-01-00120-CR & 12- ter. Court of Appeals held"accidentSpredudes self-defense by
01-00121-CR,unpublished panelopinion decided Jan. 16,2002, refusing to address b~iefedargumentand controlling caselaw
Motion to Reconsider Publication Status denied, PDR ref'd, to the contrary; upheld denial of 'voluntary conduct" by findwithout dissent, April 17,2002: In convictions for drug pm- ing garbled request insufficient to preseme error and refused
of Posey; of course,if requiresession and escape, Court of Appeals found it a "~easonable "egregiousha~m"analysisbecause
trial strategy"to fail to object to testimony coucerning alleged ment of voluntary act is a "defensive issue," then everything is.
custodial, oral statements ahout previous arrests for possession PDR was denied 7/31/02, without dissent, despite a Caul t of
of drugs, failure to request limiting instruction on those Appeals opinion that directly contradicts controlling authority.
extraneouses and failure to pursue a motion to suppress, deA Motion to Reconsider Publication Status was filedin each
spite fact that "lack of probable cause" was the centerpiece of of these cases, for several reasons. Unpublished opinions are
what defense was offe~edby retained corir?sel;brief cited over usually defended with the daim that only "routine" or memo11 specific record references to contravene presumption of randum opinions arewithheld. and that these decisions do not
address novel legal claims or make
"strategy"and to establish overall UIany change to existinglaw. However,
eptitude; appellate court also ruled it
in a11 of the foregoing, the Court of
would have been futile to challenge
Appeals ignored controllingcase law,
public, strip & body cavity search
What good does it
implicitly overruled precedent and
predicated on defendant's presencein
excused conduct that had previously
same area as one ~valkil~down
street
do for trial courts
been held ineffective on almost idenwith hands on waistband, sign of a
to impose minimum
tical facts. These opinions are quite
truedrug dealer; Court ignored most
long and involved;they are in no way
of record and appellant's brief; apstandards of competence
"memorandums." Perhaps mote implied "outcome determinative" test
for appointed counsel,
portantly, the decisions impart "trial
contrary to Strickland, note
if the appellate courts
strategy" to performances so out of
step
with prevailing professional
2. Mia Abrams v. State, No. 14refuse to uphold those
norms that they should be exposed
00-01295-CR, unpublished panel
standards in even the
for their utter hypocrisy. For people
opinion decided Jan. 17, 2002,
who
have never stepped foot in a
Motion to Reconsider Publication
most minimal
courtroom, or have never defended a
Status denied, PDR ref'd, without
fashion?
criminal case, to presume to excuse
dissent, May 30, 2002: Retained
such incompetent antics, d l in the
counsel failed to request jury charges
interest of upholding convictions at
on self-defense and deadly force to
any cost, offends the most primitive
protect property in murder trial,
notions of fairness.
despite fact that defendant's extraThe Courts of Appeal and the Court of Criminal Appeals
jndhal statement and trial testimony established she stabbed
her cousin in her dark apartment in the belief he was an feign helplessness by resorting to their mantra that ineffective
int~uder;centerpiece of whole defense. Omission raised as assistance ofcounsel shouldnotbe raised ondirect appea1,since
"egregious aror" rather than ineffectiveness, with invitation the record may not be sufficientlydeveloped to support the
to reject Posey v. State, 966 S.W.2d 57 (Tex.Grim.App. 19981.' claims. SeeJackson v. State, 877 S.W.2d 768,772 (Tex.Cri~n.App.
Unfortunately, JudgeBaird's genThese aud 4 other points of error overruled, including failure 1994) [Baird, I.,concrwri~~g].
to charge a n reasonable doubt / extraneous offenses at eralized observation has somehow become dogma; the current
punishment [State allowed to introduce numelous naked courts use it to avoid review of even the most concrete record
photographs, several of unidentifiable body parts, allegedly of examples of ineffectiveness. See Bronssard v. State, 68 S.W.3d
female defendant - held relevant to rebut "good girl" physical 197,204 (TexApp. -Houston [I" Dist.] 2002,pet. filed 21281
appearance at trial]. Court can't find "injury" in 40-year 02); Coherr, I, disentingfront en batrc opinion [section desigsentence for probation-eligible defendant. [Shouldn't the nated for publication], noting that it 'Ts not now, nor has it
justices have to do some time before they dismiss these prison ever been, the law" that the record must contain evidence of
counsel's reasatling, or lack thereof, to rebut the presumption
terms as inconsequential!]
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of sound trial strategy, citing 22 cases decided after Jccksotr
where record was sufficient, and st least 13 cases where it was
not.
On those rare occasions when a lower appellate court finds
ineffectiveassistance, the Court of Criminal Appealsslapsthem
down until they reach the desired conclusion: CONVICTION
AFFIRMED. See, e.g., MitcheNv. State, 974 S.W.2d 161(Ts.App.
-Sanhtonio, 1998) -attorney deficient for permitting client to appear at voir dire wearing shirt in which he was arrested, identified as worn by robber; reversed, 989 S.W.2d 747
(Ts.Crim.App. 1999) for "presuming" prejudice", reversed
again, 23 S.W.3d 582, Court of Appeals en banc reversed and
rendered on State's 2 " PDR 68 S.W.3d 640 (Tex.Crim.App.
20021, pre-empting the en batrc finding of prejudice and mking an erroneous factual determination that defense counsel
"couldnothave prevented the wearing of the shirt in the courtroom" which she could easily have done by providing her client with trial clothing; MaNett v. State, 65 S.W.3d 59
(Tex.Crinl.App. 2001) - Court second-guesses lower court's
finding of ineffectiveness, whileScdecliningto specolate,"speculates all over the place; Meyers, J., notes in dissent: "This court
is not the only court in the state possessed of the legal acumen
necessary to understanding Shicklnnd. .'O Id at 69.
As was pointed out in Watson, ante, and several other ineffective assistance of counsel cases, it is usually impossible to
raise these claims via a motion for new trial, for the simple reason that the records are not prepared within the 30-day time
limitmandatedhyTex.R.App.P.21.4(a). Appellatemunselmost
therefore file a motion for new trial that alleges ineffectiveness
with no basis in fact, which raises some ethical concerns, to say
the least. Another option is to rely on trial counsel to identify
his or her own ineffectiveness and to advise appellate counsel
accordingly: these conversations quite often m a 1 that trial
counselhasno concept of the differencehehveen7-ecord claims"
andWnon-recorddaims,"audalso
hasno ideaofhisorhershortcomings. To create yet another harrier, theappellate courts are
forbidden to abate and remand for hearings in this regard, ahsent exceptional circun~stances.OMharn v. State, 977 S.W.2.d
354 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998). See also, Jack v. State, 64 S.W.3d
694,698 (Tex.App. -Houston [I" Dist.] 2002, pet. filed 3/71
021, Taft, J., dissenting to abatement for filing of motion for
new trial: "Nevertheless, I disagree that this court has the authority to createanewabatementmechanism, wen tonchieven
just rresfdf." [Emphasis added].
The courts' claim that appellants are free to pursue allegntions of ineffectiveness by way of habeas is so specious as to be
laughable, were it not so disingenuous. First, indigent noncapital appellants have no right to appointed habeas counsel,
so they can only seek reliefpro se; consideringthe minefields of
proceduraldefaultimplanted todefeat haheasclaimsalongwith
theplethoraofpragmaticprohlemspresented byfilingrequirements, etc., this translates into no means of relief at alL5 Secand, even if an indigent appellant managed to get appointed
habeas counsel, he has no right to effective counsel, per Graves,
ante. Therefore, to what little extent habeas continues to provide relief, thatrelief is availahIeinTsas onlyto those celebrated
fewwho can continue to afford retained representationthat far

.
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down the post-conviction line.
Unpublished opinions are by no means limited to cases that
allege and excuse ineffective assistance of cound. Indeed, even
death penalty cases involving major constitutional issues are
withheld from publication; see, e.g, Graves, ant@;MichaelLapez
v. State, 2002 WL(Teu.Crim.App. No.
, M2).
Regardless of the context, they are especially inappropriate in
criminal cases. While some defense lawyers argue that the
courts'ahilityta keep an opinion unpublishedis the only means
by which a conviction willever be reversed, that alone cannot
justify the wholesale fraud by which the greaternumber of convictions are affirmed.
Hiding behind unpublished opinions, the appellate court
justices and the high court's judges pick and choose which of
the criminallyaccusedwillbe entitled to due process and which
are not. When one considers the factors that largely determine
who is targeted for prosecution and conviction, this selective
appellate review is bound to have a disparate racial and economic impact.
By manipulating precedent, distorting the trial record and
mischaracterizing the appellants' briefs, the courts forego any
pretense at upholding the rule of law, and instead have implemented completely subjective, case-by-case, ontcome-determinative decisions. The lower courts shield themselves from what
little supervision might be afforded by the Court of Criminal
Appeals with the knowledgethat unpublished opinionsare even
less likely than published to he granted review. Some courts
also appear to chance the odds of a court-appointed appellate
lawyer fCmg PDR at all. The gamble is a good one, since the
current Court of Criminal Appeals is not overly disposed to
grant review of injustice perpetrated against any entity except
the State.
Lest this criticism seem unduly harsh, consider whether the
defense bar is acting as enablers to the systematic stripping of
constitutional rights when we continue to file obedient little
milktoast briefs and PDRs that politely ignore these breaches
of judicial etiquette. The defense bar is the last bastion offreedam. We can either be complacent burghers who look away as
the trains thunder past to the concentration camps we ignore
in the town square, or we can be the tough resistance fighters
we are constitutionally and ethically worn to he.
All appellate lawyers, court-appointed and retained, should
begin making every effort to expose this sophism. File motions to publish, if only to force dishonest tactics out into the
open. File PDRs and challengethe Court of Criminal Appeals
to consider what its own rulings, and the lower courts' interpretations of them, are doing both to the law and to public
policy. On the off-chance that PDR is granted, use oral argnment to hammer home these concerns. While the electorate
may think it suits them to have consistently pro-government
activists on their appellate courts, the pendulum will eventuallyswing so far to the right that even the sheep will rise up and
bleat in protest.
Vive la toil &

Endnotes
1 "By its own hand, th~sCourt appointed the appl~cant'sfirst habeas
counsel, an attorney who by any reasonable assessment was not
prepared to handle a case of this type." Graves, ante; IPrrce, I.,
dissentmgl. Judge Prlce also expressed the minority view that
"competent counsel ought to require more than a human being w ~ t ha
law license and a pulse." Id Consider~ngthat the majority oplnton
defined "competence" as a quality required only at the time of
appomtment, the "pulse" might be opt~onalby the time work product
IS prepared.
2 StridrJand r Wash,ngton, 466 U.S. 668.104 S.Ct 2052,80 L Ed.2d
674 (1984); adopted in Hernandez v. State, 988 S.W.2d 770
(Tex.Cr1m.App 1999).
3 Christopher Rolandu Walcor v. St.lte Nu. 01-0140246-CK. dec:ded
March 21, 2002. ~npuoiishedpanel oplntorl, PDR oenied.

4 Posey, ante, along with M a l i k v. State, 953 S.W.2d 234
(Tex.Crim.App. 1997), should be counted as two of the most insidious
affronts to due process ever imagined. The Court in Posey declared
that so-called "defensive issues." e.g., self-defense, mistake of fact,
etc.. are not "the law applicable to the case" as envisioned by Art.
36.14, Tex. Code Crim.P., that the trial court has no suasponte duty to
instruct the juty accordingly and unobjected-to charge omissions will
not be reviewed at all. The Posey clan ignored the plain language of
Art. 36.19, ante, and failed to reconcile Posey with Almanza v. State,
686 S.W.2d I57 (Tex.Crim.App. 19841, which established two classes
of charge error - objected to and unobjected to - with concomitant

standards of
-~ review Posev. as does Mairk. lends itself to untold abuse:
Posey absolver i h r t r i i & u r l from a -erponsioil ty for J p r y charge
that gives effect to the defense and cxcrnptr that omlrrion from appellate
rcv;ew, while Mdlik permits the appellate couns tu invent whatever
State's charge a necessary to uphold the conv~ction,regardless of
whether the State even mentioned it at trial Posey 1s also remarkable
for ~iiustratingthe absolute contempt with which the accused and the~r
lawyers are viewed by this Court its holding i s justified. In part, by the
Court's belief that defendants wdi deliberately prevent theirlunes from
considering the defensive issues, so that they may "sandbag" the
beleaguered state and the overworked appellate courts and get the
dreaded "second b~teat the apple " See rd. at 63.
~~~

~

5 Although all thecasesated herem had retainedtnal counsel,appeilate

counsel was court-appomted. As is frequently the case, what money
can be mustered 1s spent on a lawyer for trial and none is left forappeal
or for post-conviction representatron.
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These are crimes on which a defendant can and will be convicted on jurors'emotion. In amurder case,jurors usually want
a hody - in other words, concrete evidence. In a child abuse
case, even without physical evidence, jurors will and have convicted on unreliable outcry statements. Jurors tend to believe
that "where there's smoke, there's fire.'' And they will err on the
side of "protecting" the child, even if that means sending an
innocent person to prison. To the extent that it exists in other
cases, the presumption of innocence means absolutdy nothing
in cases such as these. A defendant has toprove that the crime
was not committed or risk being convicted.
Unfortunately, case histories show that most criminal defense attorneys are simply incompetent to defend cases that
involve falseallegationsof abuse. ' Equally unfortunate for their
clientsis thecriminal defenselawyer's ego that assumes because
hundreds of criminal cases haw been defended by the lawyer,
then a false allegation of abuse can also be defended without
becoming thoroughlyfamiliarwith thescience involvedin cases
involving false allegations of abuse. Or that the standard,
boilerplate motions rvillsuffice to protect the defendant's rights
and obtain the discovery that is necessary before trial.
Simply put, most attorneys called upon to defend False allegations of abuse don't know what they don't know.And their
clients suffer for it.
What then can he done? The first thing is for attorneys to
realize that child abuse is the only crime that has a national
center for the prosecution of this crime.'Murder doesn't. Drugs
don't. Child abuse does.
Child abuse also bas a national conference.'Lecturers from
that conference go about the country, teaching other "professionals"how towmake"these cases.' Important among theitems
taught in these courses are the admonitions to woid discovery
and to avoid making a record that will haunt the state. While
theauthors do not have absolute proof that such personnel have
ewr taught their methods in Texas, the techniques employed
by CPS personnel and police within Tevas are so similar to those
set forth in Loving the Childreti as to lead to the strong ~onclusion that there has at least been frequent and strong "crosspol1ination"between thosemethods and the onesused in Texas.
And, if you ever wondered why or how persons conld be
trapped in such investigations, consider that the same courses
teachWThePureversion Theory of Interrogation", an approach
taught by Mr. Avinom Sapir, President Laboratory for Scientific Interrogation, Tel Av~v,Israel. This is a method ofinterrogation that is claimed to put a suspect into a box, so that they
caiulot later change their story.
What Not To Do
In defendinga false allegation of abuse, the authors strongly
advocate against having your client submit to a polygraph, especially one administered by the police. The results are not admissible and the testing procedure is fraught with the danger of your client's statements bemg taken out of context and
usedagainst him.61thas been theauthors'experience that many
incompetent attorneys use the polygraph as a way to fane defendants to accept plea bargains, using the logic that "you
flunked the polygraph, so the jury r v a convict you and you

need to take this d e a r This course of conduct clearly creates a
conflict of interest and should not be engaged in by any competent, ethical attorney.
The authors also strongly advocate against having the defendant submit to a psychological evaluation. There is absolutely no science to a psychological evaluation; therefore, any
conclusions that the psychologist draws will be entirely subjective andvulnerable to a Rule 702 challenge. Besides, thefe is no
privilege to the examination and anything that the defendant
tells the psychologist can (and probably will) be ~eportedto
the authorities. Unless the testing and interview are recorded
in a neutral media, this places the defendant in the awkward
position of having to deny making statements to a "doctor."
What To Do
Assuming that you have been smart enough to advise your
client not to be interviewed by CPS andlor that your client has
not already hung himself by talking to CPS or the police, what
then do you need to know or do to properly defend one of
these cases?
Learn the Science Involved
The first thing that yon must do is to learn the science involved in these cases, because the science,properly applied, will
acquit those who are falsely accused. 'You learn the science by
self-studyor by attendingseminars that deal with areas involved
in falseallegationsof abuse. Seminarssuchas the Harris County
CriminalDefense LawyersAssociation's seminar in April, 2001,
with Stephen Ceci, Ph.D.; or the annual National Child Abuse
Defense and Resource Center's annual international conference
held throughout the countryare two of note. Specialized seminars, geared toward defending this type of case, may he difficult to find but if you are going to defend these cases, you owe
it to your clients and yourself to find and attend the very best
in the field.
Self-study can encompass reading the case law in the field,
both in and out of state. The Federal Reporter and Federal
Supplement are filled with cases on this subject. Other states
also contribute to the growing number of cases in the field.
Courtesy of the National Digest, Key Numbers@can easily be
traced from one state to another.
Of course, self-study can and should include learning the
science (or lack thereof) of psychology, recollection, female
anatomy and DNA.
No Science Behind Shaken-Baby Syndrome
The theory of "shaken-baby syndrome" has taken on a life
of its own. Stateslead vigorous campaigns to"Never,Ever, Shake
a Baby;"Who, in the defense bar, has not seen video of the doctor testifying during a "shaken-baby case", violently shaking a
rag doll and testifying that the injuries that caused the subdural hematoma must be consistent with a force equal to the fall
from the second story of a building.
Forget the fact that we mandate that children wear bicycle
helmets because a child can scramble his or her brain with the
fall from a child's bicycle. Forget the fact that it has been scientifically proven that vaccinations can cause some children to
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suffer subdural hematomas. Forget the fact that there is ample
medical evidence that suhdural hemorrhage does occur in normal, healthy babies as aresult of bil th trauma, and even in cases
of normal, uncomplicated vaginal delivery. Forget the fact that
there is clear evidence that subdural hemorrhage can be caused
by anatomical infectious and biochemical disorderswhich cause
no obvious symptoms prior to the intracrmial bleeding.
Forget the fact that it is medically proven that the membrane around a subdural hematoma is nature's way of dealing
with the subdural hematoma or that mother natule causes the
body to generate new blood vessels into and out of the subdural hematoma, in the body's attempt to remove the suhdu~al
hematoma from the body. Forget the fact that the presence of
fresh blood around a subdural hematoma does not necessarily
mean that there has been a new injury."
Remember the physics involved. It is a simple matter of determining the weigbt of the child's brain, the distance traveled (arc) and the number of repetitions that a person can generate. From this you can calculate the foot pounds of force involved. Absent an impact, it is simply irnpussible for anyone to
generate the forces necessary to injure the chid's brain in the
manner suggested by "shaken-baby syndr~me."'~
But, if you don't know the science, shaken-baby pseudo-sciewe will come into the case and the defendant will go to jail.
Shaken-baby is just one example of why it is critical to lulow
the science involved in your case.

Analyze the Case
Assuming that you either know the science or learn it or
associate someone with you who does, the next step is to analyze the case. If the case involves no physical evidence or evidence that is questionableor subject to challenge, then thecase
may well turn on the alleged outcry and101 the child's competence.
The Outcry
Article 38.072, Code of CI iminal Procedure, specifies what
an outcry is. Case law tells us what the indicia of an outcry are
and what an outcry is not. This is important because an outcry
is not a firmly rooted exception to the rule against healsay.
Holfhger Ir State, 911 S.W.2d 35 (Tex. App. - Tyler 1995, no
wit). Article 38.072, Code of Criminal Plocedure, designates
out-cry testimony as an exception to the hearsay rule. Long I?
Smte, 800 S.W.2d 545,547 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).In terms of
the Confrontation Clause,when the stateproffasevidence that
is not under afwmly-rooted hearsay exception, there must be a
finding of "indicia of reliabilitj? Oftfa v. Roberts, 448 US. 56,
63 (1980). This finding of indicia of reliability must be found
in reference to circumstances surlounding the making of the
out-of-court statement and not from subsequent corroborationofthecriminalact. Idaho v. Wright,497U.S.805,819 (1990).
Since outcry testimony is not a firmly-rooted exception to the
rule against hearsay, to be "admissible under the Confrontation Clause, hearsay evidence used to convict a defendant must
possess indicia of reliability by virtue of its inherent trustworthiness, not by reference to other evidence at tria1." Idaho Y.
Wrighf, 497 US. at 822.
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Sinceit is not a recognized exception to the rule against heaxsay, for the outcry to be admissible, Article 38.072, Code of
Criminal Procedure, specifies that a hearing be held outside
the presence of the jury -when requested by defense ( B i g p 11.
State, 921 S.W.2d 282, 284 (Tex. App. -Houston, [lst Dist.]
1995,pet.ref'd)) to determinethe statement's reliability (Norris
Ir State, infra) before it is admitted. The provisions relating to
admissibilityare mandatoi y. Longv. State, 800 S.W.2d 545,547
(Tex. Crim. App. 1990). I3
If the hearing is requested, Article 38.072 requires that the
trial court determine on a case-by-case basis if the testimony
reaches the level of reliability lequired to be admissible as an
exception to the hearsay rule.
"Indicia of reliability that the trial court may consider indude * * * (4) whether the child made the statement spontaneously in his own terminology or whether evidence exists of prior
prompting or manipulation by adults, (5) whether the child's
statement is clear and unambiguous and rises to the needed
level of certainv, * * '"
Norris 1' Stnte, 788 S.W.2d 65,71 - 72 (Tex. App. -Dallas
1990, pet, ref'd).
What this authority means is that there is only one outcry
per crime alleged, not multiple outcries as have been admitted
in several cases with which the authors are familiar. "
The outcry is spontaneous and should be held to have
changed from an outcry when the statement becomes the lesult of questioning by the"outcry witness."
The outcry is never the result of interrogation by an adult,
whether it be a parent, CPS caseworker or policeman. '' It is
important that the coutext or setting of the alleged outcry be
examiued. A statement allegedly made to a counselor (who often has a pre-conceived notion of what has supposedly happened) after weeks or months of counseling is not spontaneous and may well be the result of implantation or corruption
of memory.16
The outcry is limited to what the cbild alleges happened to
the child. It does not include extraneous offenses about rvhat
allegedly happened to other children who were present.I7The
extraneous offenses are not admissible to describe a"pattern of
abuse" because the tern1 "pattern of abuse" is a synonymous
term for "in confo~mitytherewith." For extraneous evidence
to be admissible, it must be relevant apart from or beyond its
tendency to prove that a defendant acted in conformity theretvitl~.McFarlanrfv.State, 845 S.W.2d824 (Tex.Crim.App. 1992).
Relevant is defined as any evidence that "makes a'fact of consequence' more or less likely. Any evidential y fact that stands
wholly unconnected to an element fact, however, is not a fact
of consequence." Rnt~kitr11. State, 974 S.W.2d 707 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1996).
Taint I Competence of the Child
The next step in properly defending one of these cases is to
examine the competence of the child and whether the child's
recollection has been corrupted, or "tainted." IsThe motion is
bloughtpursuant to the Due Process (duecourseoflaw) clauses
of the Constitutions of the United Statesand thestateof Texas
and Rule 601(a)(2),Tex. R. Evid..

Consonant with the presumption that child victims are to
be presumed no more or less reliable than any other dass of
wituesses, theinitial burden to trigger a pretrial taint hearing is
on the defendant. Watkiws v. So+vders,449 U.S. 341 (1981) (holding that no constitutionalnrandateexists for pretrial Wde hearing be held merely because counsel demands it). The defendant must make a showing of "some evidence" that the alleged
victim's statements were the product of suggestive or coercive
interview techniques.I9
The fact that the complainant has been subjected to extensive interrogation with respect to the events that are now alleged to have occurred, calls into question the reality of the
complainant's purported recollections of supposed event, especially in light of the authority of Idaho v. Wright, 497 US.
805 (1990),Stflt~v.Micllnels, 136N.J.299,642A.2d 1372 (1994)
and Justice W o n n o r 3 drssent in Flalrne v. State, 928 S.W.2d
570 (Tex. App. - Houston [lst Dist.] 1995, writ denied).
If enough of the factors are present, the defendant should
move the court to hold a hearing, outside of the presence of the
jury, to determine the competence of the minor complainant
to testify in this case. This motion should include a request for
the court to hold an evidentiaryhearing to determine whether
the reliability of the recollection of the prosecution's eyewitness has been so damaged by the interviews, interrogations and
other circumstancesofthis case that itsadmission intoevidence
would violate defendant's fundamental rights to a fair trial as
guaranteed by the constitutions of both the State of Tekas and
the United States.
This is especially important if the complainant is a minor
child, of tender years and one who has been subjected to multiple interviews l interrogations by state authorities in counection with the charges brought against defendant. You must explore whether the complainant may also have been hospitalized for psychiatric treatment, evaluation or observation, or
subjected to "counseling? and "therapy" by psychologists and
"therapists"se1ected by CPS andlor the complainant's parents.
The complainant may well have been subjected to repeated
questioning and interrogation about the alleged event that 81legedly gave rise to the indictment.
The court is then asked to consider whether the interview
techniques employed by CPS, its agents, the people or others
involved, as well as other factors, could have undermined the
reliability of the complainant's statements and subsequent testimony, to the point where a hearing should be held to determine whether the form of evidence should be admitted at trial.
Like confessions and identifications, the inculpatory capacity of statements indicating the occurrence of abuse and the
anticipated testimony about those occurrences requires that
special care be taken to ensure their reliability. This is particularly important in this case where the child's statements and
testimony made long after the alleged incident are the only widence against the defendant.
The "investigative interview" is a crucial, perhaps determinative moment in a chid-abuse case. (See Gail S. Goodman
and Vicki Helgreson, Child Sexual Assntrlt: Clddrerr's Menlory
and the Law, 40 U. Miami Law Review, 191,195 (1985)). That
an investigatory interview of a young child cau be coercive or

suggestive and thus shape the child's response is generally accepted. If a child's recollection of events has been molded by
interrogation, that influence undermines the reliability of the
child's responses as an accnrate recollection of actual events.
Avariety offactors bear on the kinds ofiuterrogation that can
affect the reliability of a child's statements concerning abuse. A
fairly wide consensus exists among experts, scholars and practitioners concerning improper interrogation techniques. They argue that among the factors that canundermine the neutrality of
an interview and create undue suggestivenessare a lack of investigatory independence, the pursuit by the interviewer of a preconceived notion of what has happened to the child, the use of
leading questions, the use of suggestive questions, and a lack of
control for outside influences on the child's statements, such as
previous conversations with parents or peers and whether the
interviewer was a trusted authority figure. John E. B. Myers, The
Child Witness: Tkcl~triqrresfor Direct Exasti?mfio~t,Cross-Exnnlinatio~rand Impeachnterrt, 18 Pac. L.J. 801,899 (1987).
Challenge the Videotape
Article 38.071, Code of Criminal Procedure, provides a
mechanismfat. excluding the videotaped interview of the child.
The videotapemade at the Children's Assessment Center is seldom the"outcry" and should not, theiefore, be admissible on
that basis. Defense counsel should be waly of filling into the
trap of allowing multiple "outcriesuto come into the case.
The videotape is often useful for other reasons. The use of
incessantly repeated questions also adds a manipulative element
to an interview. Whena child is asked a question and gives an
answer, and the questionis immediatelyasked again, the child's
normal reaction is to assume that the first answer was wrong
or displeasing to the adult questioner. See Debra A. Poole aud
Lawrence T.White, Effects of Question Repetition on Eyewitness Testimony of Child~enand Adults, 27 Developtnen~lPsychology, November (1991) at 975. The insidious effects of repeated questioning are even more pronounced when the questions themselves over time suggestinformationto the children.
Goodman and Helgeson, supra, 40 U. Miami L. Rev. at 184 187.In fact, memories of abuse that never occurred can be implanted in the mind of a chid in just one interview. See William Bernet, M.D., Case Study: Allegationsof Abuse Created in
a Single Interview, Journal of the Anrerican Acaden~yof Child
and Adolesce?ltPsychiatry, 36:7, July 1997, pp. 966 - 970.
The explicit vilification or criticism of the person charged
with wrongdoing is another factor that can induce a c h i to
believe abuse hasoccurred. Siinilarly,an interviewer's bias with
respect to a suspected person's guilt or innocence can have a
marked effect on theaccuracy ofa child's statements. The transmission of suggestion can also be subtly communicated to chiidreu through more obvious facts such as the ihterviewer's tone
of voice, mild threats, praise, cajoling, bribes and rewards, as
well as resort to peer pressure.
The videotape can, therefore, give you grounds to challenge
the taint I corruption of the child's recollection. Whiieno Texas
court has directly addressed this issue, other courts have recognized that once tainted, the distortion of a child's memory is
irremediable. See, e.g., State v. Wright, 775 P.2d 1124, 1128
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(1989),aff'd sub nom Idaho v. Wright, 497 U.S. 805, 110 S.Ct.
3139,111 L.Ed.2d 638 (1990). ("Once this tainting of memory
hasoccurred, the problem isirremediable.That memory& from
then on, as real to the child as any other?) See also Stephen J.
Ceci and Maggie Bruck, Jeopardy irr the Corirfroott~,1995, pp.
218 - 220. The debilitatmg impact of improper inteirogation
has even more pronounced effect among very young children.
See Stephen J. Ceci, Ph.D. and Mary Lynn Crotteau Huffman,
Ph.D,"How Suggestible arePreschoo1Children?Cognitive and
Social Factors': Joer~mlof the American Acndettiy of ChiM and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 36:7, July 1997, p p 948 - 958, as well as
Maryann King and fohn C. YuiUe, S~iggestibility
nnd the Child
Witness in ChildrettkEyewittress Memory, 29 (Stephen J. Ceci et
al. eds. 1987) and Age Differetrce in Suggestibility in C/zildren's
EyewittressMemory 82 (Stephen J. Ceci, et al. ed. 1987).
The conclusion that improper influences generate a significant risk of corrupting the memories of young children is confirmed by government and law enforcement agencies, which
have adopted standards for conducting interviews designed to
overcome the dangers stemming from theimproper interrogation of young children. The National Center for the Prosecution of ChildAbuse,in cooperation
with the National District
Attorney's Associations and the
American Prosecutors' Research
Institute haveadopted protocols to
serve as standards for the proper
interrogation of suspected child- $:?
abuse victims. Those interview
guidelines require that an inter- ',-''a
viewer remain "open, neutral and
objective." American Prosecutors;
Resea~chInstitute, National Center for Prosecution of Child Abuse,
Investigation and Prosecution of
Child Abuse at p. 11-7 (1987); an
interviewer should avoid asking
leading questions (id. at 11.8); an
interviewer should never
threaten a child or try to force a
reluctant child to talk (id. at II9); and, n~ultipleinterviews with
various interviewers should be
avoided (id. at 11-5).

"..

ing raped by her father that is devoid of any detail of the act
and which is also devoid of the feelings felt during the act, is
not consistent with the way real memory is known to work.
Thisdoes notmeau that yourexpertcanopine thatthe complainant is fabricating, because to do so would invade the province of the trier of fact. However, the expert can give an opinion that the complainant's account is not consistent w ~ t hthe
way that real menlory is known to work in the follovring manners:, A, B, C, etc..

Examine Motive to Fabricate Complaint
Ju~orsoften want to know why, if the story is false, the complainant would make up such a story. Statement content validity analysis will often give you an insight into the motive behind the allegation. The ones that seem to surface most often
ate: divorce I custody disputes; revenge and jealousy. Your case
needs to be examined to determine if any of these motives are
present.
Examine Rewards or Threats Made to Child
The case of Margaret Kelly Michaels is a textbook example
of children being offered rewards or pressured or threatened to give certain answers by the police!20 State v.
Michaels, 136 N.J. 299, 642
A.2d 1372 (1994).
Fortunately for Ms.
Michaels, the threats andoffers
of rewards were captured on
!
audio tape. Our clients aren't
often so lucky. However, you
should question the child to
see if the child has been promised such things as: (a) ice
cream; (b) candy; (c) a ride in
a police car; (d) a badge; etc.,
if they are a "good boyor gill"
and " tell what really hap-.pened." If not, you should ask
if the child has been threatened
in any way
Sinceyoung children are so
susceptibleto coercive interrogation andsuggestion, defense
counselmight a t to request
that all interviews with the
District Attornev 1 CPS I DOlice I medical personnel be audio taped to aUow examination
for the ptesence of improper suggestion, etc..

.if the $ate's expert's
2="d
lly(redentiaIs
S ~ . Utoo~ I
tru&hapmay
case. B L Jjmu,
~
s defense counsd, have to
allenge and explore the
dentials e&&gnd every

Statement Content Validity
Analysis
The videotaped interview at the
Assessment Center may also give you grounds to do a "statement content validity analysis" of the child's purported recollection. This can be critical in a case with inconclusive or no
physical evidence.
Such an analysis applies the glowing body of scientificliteratare that reveals what a realmemory looks like. While a detailed explanation of this analysis is beyond the scope of this
paper, sufficeit to say that real memories have details and emotions. For example, a 13year-old girl's account of allegedly be-
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Obtain Discovery
Many criminal defense attorneys consider it anathema if
there is a parallel civil case (divorce I custody I CPS) pending
while the criminal case is pending. Such a caseshould be asource
of joy to the criminal defense attorney because it gives the defendant the opportunity to conduct discovery (depositions) that

would otherwise be unavailable in the defense of the criminal
case.

Challenge the Evidence
When confronted with a case that actually has physical evidence, it is incumbent upon the defense attorney to challenge
the physical evidence. In a sexual assault case, that means finding out how the "stains" on the girl's unde~wearwere determinedto beseminalfluid.lf themethodwas with the acidphosphatase test, then counsel should know that the false positive
for this test is vaginal fluid.
If a medical examination was perfotmed on the child, the
colposcopic photographs must be examined. A doctor's (or
SANE nurse's) recollection of what was supposedly seen is not
a proper substitute for photographs and denies the defendant
the right to confront the witness against him.'l The medical
records must be checked to see if the examination was perfo~medp~operly.Absent definitive photographic evidence, a
doctor's opinion that transections of the hymen are present is
entirely subjective (and subject to a Darrbert challenge) if the
hymen was not explored with a sterile swab to take the folds
out, or if a balloon FoIey catheter was not used to place the
hymen under tension from behind,
In cases of apparent physical abuse, you must explore alternative explanations for the injuries observed. The presence of
broken hones in a newborn or young infant may indicate the
presence of brittle-hone disease or the presence of osteogenesis
imperfecta. The occurrence of a subduralhematoma within days
of a vaccination may be a reaction to thevaccination and not
the result of abuse.
In one capital case out of Miami, Florida, the chid had brain
injuries that killed him. The child was taken to the Emergency
Room by his father and he died there. The medical examiner's
photographs showed bruising to the lipsand teeth endurations
on the back side of the lips, bruises on the chest and abdomen
and blood in the abdomen and scrotal sac. The medical
examiner's X-rays showed a fractured rib.
Sounds likea sure trip to "old sparkey': doesn't it?
In that case, defense counsel was able to prove that the injury to the head came from (and was consistent with) the boy's
younger brother jumping off of thebedandlanding onhis head
as he lay on the floor. The head-to-toe CT-scan that was performed when the child was admitted to the E.R. showed no
broken bones. The medical records showed that the child had
been administered CPR on 4 separate occasions after the CTscan, which would account for the fractured rib and the bruising on the chest and abdomen. The bruising on the lips and
mouth came from the attempts of the anesthesiulogist to
entubate the child. And the blood in the scrotal sac came from
blood that entered the abdomen when the medical personnel
botched an attempt to insert an IV into the child's femoral artery. Courtesy of a competent and thorough defense, the defendaut was acquitted.
In short,no matter hnwbad the physical evidencemayseem,
you,as defense counsel, must Look to see ifthere another consistent explanation for the evidence that the state has.

Beware of Presumptivefests and Ambiguous Terminology
In the context of alleged rapes of women, the Statewill usually perform a sexual assault rape kit on the alleged victim. A.suming that no sperm is found andlor that no male DNA is
found, the State will usually test the alleged victim's clothing
and panties. This testing consists of first performingan AP (acid
phosphatase) test, which is a chemical that is sprayed on suspicious areas and whichluminesces if it reacts. The AP test reacts
to the presence of phosphatase, which is found in both seminal
fluid aud vaginal fluid. Phosphatase is also found in a number
of foods, including ketchup.
It is, therefore, only a presumptive test for the presence of
seminal fluid, since a known filse positive for the test is vaginal
fluid.
If the AP test is positive, the State wiU then administer another test. This is usually the ABA card, which reacts to theprostate-specific antigen (also known as P-30). The State will use a
positive finding on the ABA card to assert that seminal fluid or
semen was definitivelyproven to be on the clothing,under the
(mistaken)assumption that the prostate-specific antigen is produced exclusively by the epithelial cells of the prostate gland.
Unless s p a m is actually recovered or unless male DNA is actually proven to he present, such an opinion presents two problems for defense counsel.
First, the use of the term "semen" implies that sperm was
found because semen is the mixture of seminal flnid and spermatozoa. Seminalfluid is produced by a gland and not by the
testicles, and does not contain sperm. Therefore, a man who
has had a vasectomy will have no sperm in his seminal flnid. If
no sperm is found and ~ecwered,you cannot allow the State to
use the termMsemen"toimply that sperm was, in fact, found.
Second, and mole importantly, nonpmstatic PSAhas been
found in hyperplastic and cancerous breast tissue; all breast
secretions; female serum; lung, ovarian and salivary gland tumors; amniotic fluid; and the urine of women receiving oral
contraceptives and those with polycystic ovary syndrome.'"
Therefore, if no sperm is found or recovered and if no male
DNA is identified by DNA testing, the ~esultsof the ABA card
can no longer be considered definitivefor the presenceof seminal fluid unless and until the alleged victim is tested for both
the presence and concentration of PSA, in order to exclude her
as the possible source of the PSA found by the ABA card test.
Until that testing is dune, the ABA card can only be considered
a presumptive test and not a definitivetest for the presence of
seminal floid.
P30 and Pre-Ejaculate
The importance of P3O having been found in the urine and
other bodily fluids of women is emphasized in cases of alleged
pre-ejaculate being found or detected by the state. Assuming
that no spermis found01 recovered, and further assuming that
no male DNA is recovered from the alleged victim, then you
can expect the state's fo~ensicwitnesses to testify that the P30
that is found on the victim is from pre-ejaculate.
Howevei, there is a serious flaw in such a conclusion because pre-ejaculate is produced by the Cowper's gland and not
by the prostate gland. To the authors' knowledge, there is no
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scientific lifetature that has confirmed prodoction of P30 in State, 908 S.W.2d 217,219 (Tex. Crim. App. 1995)(en banc);
the Cowper's gland.
Slrort v. Stafe, 874 S.W.2d 666,667 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994)(en
Therefore, if the assumption is thatP30 in men is produced banc); Article 38.03, Tex. Code Crim. Proc..
only by the prostate gland and P30 is found on (or in] the al"The plesumption of innocence, although not articulated
legedvictimwithoutspermandtormaleDNAalso beingfound, in the Constitution, is a basic component of a fair trial under
then it should he physicallyimnpwihle for the fluid containing our system of criminaljustice!' Estelle v. Willinnis,425 US. 501,
the P30 to have come from the Cowper's gland so as to he pre- 503 (1976). Working fiom the premise that an accused is innoejaculate. This scenario assumes a man who has not had a va- cent until proven guilty, it is the prosecution's burden to prove
sectomy, as a vasectomized man should not have any sperm in beyond a reasonable doubt the essential elements of the crime
his ejaculate but his ejaculate should contain P30. However, in alleged. This presumption continues throughout the trial.
such a case, male DNA should be recovered from the epithelial
The burden of the prosecution should not be alleviated,
cells of the urethra which would be in ejaculate.
minimized or diminished by the use of loaded words which
imply that the prosecution has met its burden of proof that the
Challenge the Certification / Credentials
crimeallegedhasactuauybeen committed.The uxeof the word
In a recent sexual assault case in Houston, the forensic tec11- victim by the prosecution is an attempt hy the prosecution to
nician from the Houston Police Department Crime Lab testi- imply, from the outset of the case in voir dire, and throughout
fied that the technician was certified by an association. Proper the trial, that the State has met its burden of proof that the
cross-examinationexposed the fact that the associationdid not, alleged crime has in fact been committed.
in fact, certify either laboratories or technicians; and that what
the technician was really referring to was a form that had been Improper Questionlng
received after sending $10 in to the association.
It should he expected, based on the authors' prior experiIn another recent aggravated sexual assault case in Hous- ence and on reported cases, that the State will ask for aLlittle
ton, the examining physician testified to having completed a leeway" in questioning the minor witness(es) against the detwo-year feuowship in Child Abuse Neglect at a certain medi- fendant This"leewaf'usua1ly consists of asking leading quescal school. Calls to that medical school confirmed that there tions and repeating the same questions until answers favorable
had never been a fellowship offered at that school by the name to the State's case are obtained.
of Child Abuse Neglect. Checks of prior courtroom testimony
If allowed to use these questioning techniques with minor
hy the same physician revealed that in a prior case, the doctor witnesses, the questioning techniques employed by the proshad testified that the fellowship was in Ambulatory Pediatrics, ecutor could undermine the reliability of the minor witnesses'
whichis just general office practice.
testimony. Likeconfessionsand identifications,the inculpatory
In other words, if the state's expert's credentialsjust sound capacity of statements indicating the occurrence of abuse and
too good to he true, that may just be the case. But you, as de- theanticipated testimonyabout thoseoccurrencesrequiresthat
fense counsel, have to challenge and explore the credentialseach special care he taken to ensure their reliability. This is particuand every time.
larly important in this case where the child's statements and
testimony made long after the alleged incident are the onlyeviBeware of Prosecutors Taking Advantage of Your Client dence against the defendant.
We are all aware that the State comes into a criminal case
The problems that are inherent in coercive interviews that
with certain advantages. Judges seldom go wrong by holding take place outside the courtroom are present when the prosfor the State. Many potential jurors come into court believing ecutor does the same thing in court: the prosecutor is an authat your client must have done something or theywouldn't be thority figure, so the child will attempt to please the prosecuwhere they are.
tor. The prosecutorwill probablyhaverehearsed the child's tesWith all of this going for than, the State's attorneyswill still timony beforehand. By repeating the question dter an unhtry to get an even bigger advantage by using other tricks. Here vorable answer, the child will assume that the prior answer was
are two of them: the use of the word "victim" to describe the wrong or displeasing to the authority fignre and will change
child, beginning in voir dire and continuing throughout the the answer.
trial; and the request by the plosecutor to be aUowed to have a
There is a constantly broadening body of scholarly scien"littleleeway"byleadingand/orrepeatingquestio~to the child, tific authority existing on the question of children's susceptibility to improper interrogation. There is a consistent and leVictim 23
curring concern over the capacity of the inteiviewer and the
The prosecutor's deliberate use of the term "victim" allows questioning process to distort a child's recollection through
the focus toshift m the accused rather thanremain on the proof slanted or improper interrogation. There are certain interview
of every element of the crime alleged by the complainant.As a practices that are sufficiently coercive or suggestive to alter irthreshold inquiry, the prosecution must first offer enough evi- remediably the perceptions of alleged child victims. The audence for a court to conclude that a rational trier of fact could thors suggest that the use of improper questioning during trial
find that the essential elements of the crime have been estah- fits within that category.
lished. In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970); l&on v. Virginia,
443 US.307,99 S.Ct. 2781,61 L.Ed.2d 560 (1979); Iepert rr
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fives." Ferdlnando Mannelio. et al; Clinical Chembfq 1998; 44: 181 183 (1998). "Prostate-SpecificAntigen in Female Serum, a Potential New
Marker ofAndrogen Excess," Dimitrios N. Melegos, etal; Theloumal of
Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism Vol. 82, No. 3: 777 - 780 (1997).
"Is Prostate-SpecificAntigen Present in Female Serum?" Dimitnos N.
Melegos, etal. Clinical Chemistry1998;44: 691 - 692 (1998)."Prostate
Specific Antigen - New Developments Beyond the Prostate," E.P.
Diamandis. Summary of presentation, www.dpcweb.corn/medicaII
cancer/arti~lesl99~win~psa.html
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Law.
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corrsrrltnrtt ill Holland, Ohio. She first became invah~edin defenrlirrg fnlse nllegntions of nbrrse in the nrid '80's and was appnlled by the den1 tlr of knowledge and experience in the legal
and professional conrnrvnities to rlenl with false nllegntions of
abuse, To deal with this, iir 1990, Ms. Hart and others fornred
the National Child Abuse Defense am/ Resource Center, n
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educate attorneys, rnedicnl doctors, mental health profesionnls
and others about the scrence involved in dealing with false allegations of nbrrse.
Irr nrkdition to set ving as the Becutive Director of the National Child Abuse Defense and Resource Center, Ms. Hart has
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SUPREME COURT

EXECUTION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED IS PROHIBITED BY THE EIGHTH
AMENDMENT:ADKINSV. VIRGINIA,No. 00-8452, Cert. to Supreme Court ofVirginia
(260 Va. 375,534 S. E. 2d 312), Reversed&Remanded, 6120102; Opinion: Stevens, joined
by O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer; Dissent: Rehnquist, joined by Scalia
&Thomas; Dissent: Scalia, joined by Rehnquist & Thomas.
Atkins,who had an IQ of 59, was convicted of capital murder in Virginia state c o u t~and
sentened to death. Virginia Snpren~eCourt rejected affirmed Atkins' contention that he
could not be sentenced to death because he is nlentally retaided, relyingonPenry v. Lytlnrrgh,
492 ILS. 302. Cert. was granted to determine whether this ruling was co~rect.

by 8th Amendment, if it is not graduated and propottioned to the offense. E.g., Weem 11.
Ullited Stntes, 217 U.S. 349, 367. An excessiveness claim is judged by currently prevailing
standards of decency. Trop 11. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100-101. Proportionality review under
such evolving standaids require not only the Court's judgment, but an objective look at
legislation enacted by the country's legislatures, Penry, 492 US. at 331. When Pe~rrywas
handed down, there were two state statutes prohibiting such e.xecutions, and even when
added to the 14 States that had rejected capital punish~nentcompletely, there was insufficient evidence of a consensus. 492 U.S., at 334. Now, a significant number of States have
concluded that death is not a suitable punishment for a nlentally retarded criminal, and
similar bills have passed at least one housein other States. It is not so much the number of
these States that issignificant, but the consistency of the directionof change. Evenin States
allowing the execution of mentally retarded offenders, the practice is uncommon.
An independent evalnation of the issue reveals no reason for the Court to disagree
with the legislative consensus. Clinical definitions of mental retardation require not only
subaverageintellectud fi~nctioning,but also significa~~t
limitations in adaptive skills. Mentally retarded persons fieqneutly know the difference between right and wrong and are
competent to stand trial, but,by definition, they have diminished capac~tiesto understand
and process information, to comn~unicate,to abstract from mistakes and learn from experience, to engage in logical reasoning, to control impulses, and to understand others' reactions. Their deficienciesdo exempt them from criminal sanctions, but diminish culpability. In light of these deficiencies, Court's death penalty jurisprudence provides two reasons
to agree with the legislative consensos. First, there is a serious question whethe~either
justificationunderpinning the death penalty-retribution and deterrenceof capitalcrimes-applies to mentally retarded offenders. As to retribution, the severity of the appropriate
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punishment necessarily depends on the offender's culpability.
If culpability of the average murderer n insufficient to justify
imposition of death, see Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420,433,
the lesser culpability of the mentally retarded offender surely
does uot merit that f o m of retribution. As to deterrence, the
same cognitive and behavioral impairments that make mentally retarded defendantsless morally culpable also make it less
likely that they can process the information of the possibility
of executionas a penalty and, as a ~esult,controltheir conduct
based upon that information. Nor willexempting thementally
retaided from execution lessen the death penalty's deterrent
effectwith respect to offenders who are not mentally retarded.
Second, nlentdly retarded defendants in the aggregate face a
special riskofwrongfulexecutionbecauseof thepossihilitythat
they will unwittingly coufess to crimes they did not commit,
their lesser ability to give theh counsel meaningful assistance,
and the facts that they are typically pool witnesses and that
their demeauor may create an unwarrauted in~pressionof lack
of remorse for their crin~es.
Rehnquist Dissent: "There are strong reasons for limiting
our inquiry into what constitutes an evolving standard of decency under the Eighth Amendment to the laws passed by legislatures and the practices of sentencingjuriesinAmerica.Here,
the C o u ~
t goes beyond these well-established objective indicatols of contemporary values. It finds "further support to [its]
conclusion" that a national consensus has developed against
imposingthe deathpenalty onall mentally retardeddefendants
in international opinion, theviervs ofprofessiond and religious
organizations, and opinion polls not demonstrated to he reliable.. ..Believing this view to be seriously mistaken, I dissent."
ScaliaDissentUToday'sdecision is the pinnacle of our Eighth
Amendment death-is-different jurisprudence. Not only does
it, like all of that jurisprudence, find no support in the text or
history of the Eighth Amendment; it does not even have support in current social attitudes regarding the conditions that
render an otherwise just death penalty inappropriate. Seldom
has an opinion of thls Court rested so obviously upon nothing
but the personal views of its members."

evidence that evidence has been used against participants, and
Respondent has not suffered any consequences for refusing to
participate (like extension of his prison term, ineligibility for
parole or loss of good time credits). Thus, no unconstitutional
compulsion.
AEDPA'S SOL TOLLED WHILE STATE ACTIONS PENDINQCAREY, WARDENv. SAFFOLD,No. 01-301,Cert. to9th
Circuit (250 F.3d 12621, Vacated & Remancfed, 6/17/02;
Opinion: Breyer, joined by O'Conuor, Sonter & Ginsburg;
Dissent: Kennedy, joined by Rehnquist, Scalia &Thomas.
The AEDPA of 1996 requires state prisoner seeking federal
haheas ~eliefto file his petition within one year after his state
conviction becomes final, 28 USC 5 2254 (d)(l)(A), but excludes from that period the time duringwhich an application
forstatecollateralrevie~vis"pe1iding:'~2244(d)(2).Saffoldfiled
astate habeas petition in California 7 days before the 1-yr deadline. Five days after it was denied, he fded a subsequent petition
in State Court ofAppeal, wvhich was denied 4 monthslater. He
filed afurther petition in the State Supreme Court, wvhich denied the petition on the merits and for lack of diligence. District Court dismissed his subsequent federal habeas petition as
untimely, finding that SOL was not tolled during the intervals
behveen the denial of one state petition and the filing of the
next because no application was "pendin8 during that time.
In reversing, 9th Circuit included the inteivals in the "pending" period, and found tlmt Saffold's petition was timely because the State Supreme Court hased its decision not only on
lack of diligence but also on the merits.

HELD: As used in 62244(d)(2)."?endingm covers the time
betweenalower statecourt'sdecisiona~~dthefdin~of
anotice
ofavpeal to a h i h e r state court. Most States'collateral review
systemsrequire a prisoner to filea petition ina trialcourt, then
file notice of appeal within a specified time after entl y of trial
court's unfavorahlejudgment,and,if still unsuccessful,file further notice of appeal (or request for discretionary review) to
state supreme court rvithiu a specified time. Petitioner warden
NO FIFTH AMENDMENT VIOLATION IN SEX OF- seeksa uniform national rule that a state petition is not "pendFENDER PROGRAM: MCKUNE, WARDEN, ETAL. V.LILE, ing" during the interval betrveeu a lower court's entry of judgNo.00-1187, Cert. to 10thCircuit (224F.3d 1175);Reversed & ment and timely filing of notice of appeal in the next court,
Remanded, 6110102 (plurality opinion)
reasoning that petition is not being considered during that h e .
Such a reading is not conslsteutwith the ordinary meaning of
In this civil case,Respondent refused to participatein a Kan- "pending," which, in the plesent context, means until the
sas program for sex offenders in which participating inmates completion ofthe collateralreview process; i.e., until theapplimust complete andsignanCRdmissionofRespo~~sihility"forln catlon has achieved final resolution through State's post-conaccepting responsibilityfor the crimes forwhich they haveheen viction proceedings. Petitioner's reading would also produce a
sentenced, and complete a sexualhistoryform detailingall prior serious statutory anomaly: because a federal habeas petitioner
sexual activities, regardless of whether the activities constitute has not exhausted state remedies as long as he has "the right
uncharged criminal offenses. The information obtained from under [state] law ... to raise" in that State, "by any available
participants is not p~ivileged,and might be used against them procedure, the question presented:' 52254(c), and because
in future criminal proceedings. Respondent filed a 42 USC 5 petitioner's intelpretation encourages state prisoners to file
1983action, arguing the program violated his 5thAmendment petitions before the State completes a full round of collateral
right against self-incrimination. SupremeCourt reversed lower review, federal courts would have to contend with petitions that
coult decisions agreeing with Respondent, and held no such are in one sense unlawful (because the claims have not heen
violation existed. The statute, it finds, is ~emedial,there is no exhausted) but in another sense required by law (because they
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would otherwise be barred by the 1-year imitations period).
After discussing the particulars of California's "unique collatera1 reviewsystem:'Court vacates andrenmnds to the9th Circuit "to evaluate any special couditions justifying Saffold's delay in fdingin the state court and any other relevant considerations, and to decide whether to certify a question to the State
Supreme Conrt to seek clarification of the state law."
POLICE NEW NOT INFORM BUS TRAVELERS OF
RIGHT TO REFUSE SEARCH: UNITED STATES u.
DRAYTDNetnl., No. 01-631, Cert, to 11th Circuit (231 F.3d
787), Reversed and Remanded, 6/17/02; Opinion: Kennedy,
joined by Rehnqnist, O'Connor, Scalia, Thomas & Breyer;
Dissent: Souter, joined by Stevens & Ginsburg.

Respondents Brown and Drayton were traveling by bus
when the driver allowed three police officers to board as part
of a routine drug and weapons interdiction effort. (One officer was in the front, one was in the iear, and the third, Lang,
walked around speaking to passengers.) Lang approached respondents (seated together) held np his badge to identify himself, then said hewaslooking for drugs andweapons and asked
if respondents had any hags. Lang received consent to search
their hag, which revealed no contraband. Brown was arrested
after heagreed toapat-down, whichrevealed hard objectssimilar to drug packages in both thigh areas. Drayton then also
agreed to a pat-down, which revealed objects similar to those
found on Brown, and Drayton was arrested. Further search
revealed that ~espondentshad taped cocaine between their
shorts. Charged with federal drug crimes, respondents moved
to suppress the cocaineon the gronnd that their consent to the
pat-down searches was invalid. District Court denied the mnotions after ruling that police conduct was not coercive and respondent$ consent to the search was voluntary. l l t h Circuit
reversed and remanded based on its prior holdings that bus
passengels d o not feel free to disregard officers' lequests to
search absent some positive indication that consent may be
refused.
HELD:
police officers to advise bus passengers of their rirht not to cooperate
and to refuse consent to searches. In Florida v. Bostick, 501
US. 429, Court held the 4th Amendment permits police officers to approach bus passengers at random to askquestions and
reqnest consent to searches, provided a reasonable person
svould feel free to decline the reqwsts or otherwise terminate
the encounter. Court identified as"particularly worth noting"
the factors that the police officer, although obviously armed,
did not unholster his gun or use it in a threatening way, and
that he advised respondent passenger that he could refuse consent to a search. Relying on this last facto~,llth Ci~cniterloneously adopted what is in effect a per se rnle that evidence
obtained during suspicionlessdrug inte~dictionson buses must
be suppressed unless the officers have advised passengers of
their right not to cooperate and to refuse consent to a search.
Applying Bmfrck'sframework, Court holds that the officers
did not seize respondents.The officersgave passengers no reason to believe they had to answer questions. When Lang ap-

proached respondents, he did not brandish a weapon or makc
any intimidating movements. He left the aisle free so that respondents could exit. He spoke to passengers one hy one and
in a polite, quiet voice. Nothing he saidwould suggest to a reasonable pelson that he or she was barred from leaving the bus
or otherwise terminating the encounter, or would indicate a
command to answer his questions. There were ample grounds
to conclude that their encounterwas cooperativeand not coercive 01 confrontational, There was no overwhelming show or
application of force, no intimidating movement, no hrandishing of weapons, no blocking of exits, no threat, and no command, not even an authoritative tone of voice. Had this encounter occurred on the street, it doubtless wouldhe constitntionaLThefact thatan encounter tiikesplace on a busdoes not
on its own transform standard police questioning into an illegal seizure.SeeBostick, supra, at 439-440. Lang's testimony that
only a few passengers refused to cooperate does not suggest
that a reasonable pelson would not feel free to te~minatethe
enconnter. Drayton argnes unsuccessfully that no reasonable
person in his position would feel free to terminate the encounter after Brown was arrested.The arrest of one person does not
mean that everyone around him has been seized. Even after
arresting Brown, Lang provided Drayton with no indication
that he was required to answer Lang's questions.After furthe1
analysis, Court holds Respondents m r e not subjected to an
unreasonable search. Totality of the ciirumsta~~cesi~ldicates
that
respondents' consent was voluntary, and the searcheswere reasonable.
AGGRAVATING FACTORS MUST BE FOUND BY JURY:
RING V. ARIZONA, No. 01-488, Cert to Arizona Supreme
C o n ~(200
t Ariz. 267,25 P.3d 1139) Reversed and Remanded,
6/24/02; Opinion: Ginsburg, joined by Stevens, Scalia,
Kennedy, Souter, and Thomas; Concurring Opinion: Scalia,
joined by Thomas; Concurring Opinion: Kennedy; Opinion
Concurringin Judgment: B~eyer;Dissent: O'Connor, joined by
Rehuquist.
Ring's jury deadlocked on premeditated murder, but convicted him of felony n~urderin the course of aimed robbery.
Under Arizona law, Ring could not be sentenced to death unless further findingswere made by a judge conducting a separatesentencinghearing.The statute allows a death sentence may
to be in~posedonly if the judge finds at least one aggravating
circumstance and no mitigating circun~staucessufficiently substantial to call for leniency. Following such a hearing, Ring's
trial judge sentenced him to death. Because the jury had convicted Ring of felony murder, not premeditated mnrdes Ring
xvould be eligible for the death penaltyonly ifhe was, inter alia,
the victinis actual killer. See Emrirird tr Florida, 458 US. 782.
Citing accomplice testinionyat thesentencinghea~ing, thejudge
found that Ring was the killer, fonnd two aggravating factors
and one mitigating factor (his minimal criminal record) and
ruled that the lattet did not call for leniency.
On appeal, Ring argued that A~izona'scapital sentencing
scheme violates the Sixth Amendnlent's jury 11ial guarantee by
entrustingto a judge the fmdingof a fact raising the defendant's
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maximum penalty. See Iorres v. United States, 526 US. 227;
Apprendi 11. NewJersey, 530 US. 466. State responded that this
Coutt had upheld Arizona's system in Wnlton v. Arizo~ro,497
US. 639,649, and had statedin Apprendi that Walton remained
good 1aw.ArizonaSupreme coin t rejected Ring's constitutional
attack and upheld the trial court's finding on the aggravating
factor, reweighed that factor against Ring's lack of a serious
criminal record, and affirmedthe death sentence.
HELD: Wnlton andAppre~ldiareirreconcilabIe:
this Court's
Sixth Amendment jurisprudence cannot be home to both.
Accordingly, IVnlto~lis ove~ruledto the extent that it allows a
sentencingjudge, sitting without a jury, to find an aggravating
circumstancenecessary for imposition of the death penalty,See
497 US., at 647-649. Because Arizona's enumerated aggravating Factors operate as "the functional equivalent of an element
ofa gleater offense:'Apprendi, 530 U.S., at 494, n. 19,the Sixth
Amendment requires that they be found by a jury. In upholdingArizonalscapital sentencingscheme against a charge that it
violated the Sixth Amendment, the Waltou Court ruled that
aggravatingfactorswerenot"elementsof the offense"; they were
"sentencingconsiderations"guidingthechoicebehveenlifeand
death. 497 U.S., at 648. In Apprendi, the sentencingjudge's finding that rac~alanimus motivated the petitioner's weapons offense triggeredapplicationof astateKhatecrime enhancement"
that doubled the maximum authorized sentence. This Court
held that the sentence enhancement violated Apprendi's right
to a jury determination whether hewvas guilty ofeve1y element
of the ct ime with which he was charged, beyond a reasonable
doubt. 530 US., at 477. That right attached not only to
Apprendi'sweaponsoffensebutalsoto theNhatecrime"aggravating circunstance. Id., at 476. The dispositive question, the
Court said, is one not of form, but of effect. Id., at 494. If a State
makes an increase in a defendant's authorized punishment contingent on the findiug of a fact, that fact-no matter how the
State labels it-must be found by a jury beyond a reasonable
doubt. Seeid., at 482-483.A defendant may not be exposed to a
penalty exceeding the maximum he would receive if punished
according to the facts reflected in the jury verdict alone. Id.,at
483. After further analysis, Court fmds Apprendi and 14Tnlton
irreconcilable.Arito~ia'sargument based on the Wnlton distinction between an offense's elements and sentencing factors is
rendered untenable by Apprej~di'srepeated instruction that the
characterization of a fact or circumstance as an element or a
sentencing factor is not determinative of the question "who
decides," judge or jury. See, e.g., 530 US., at 492. The superiority of judicial factfinding in capital cases is far from evident,
given that the great majorityof States responded to this Court's
Eighth Amendment decisions requiring the presence of aggravating circumstancesin capital cases by entrusting those determmations to the jury. Although stare decisis is of fundamental
importance to the rule of law, this Court has ove~ruledprior
decisions where, as here, the necessity and piopriety of doing
so bas been established. Pnttersotr v. McLean Cred~fUnion, 491
US. 164,172.
DEFENDANT PLEADING GUILTY HAS NO RIGHT TO
DISCLOSURE OF MATERIAL IMPEACHMENT EVI-
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DENCE: UNITED STATES v. R U E , No. 01-595, Cert to 9th
Circuit (241 F.3d 1157), Reversed, 6/24/02; Opinion: Breyer,
joined by Rehnquist, Stevens, O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy,
Souter & Ginsburg; Concurring Opiniou: Thomas
Federal prosecutors offered Ruizamfasttracvplea bargain,
whereby she would waive indictment, trral, and an appeal in
exchange for a reduced sentence recommendation. Their standard "fast track" plea agreement acknowledges Government's
continuing duty to turn over information establishing the
defendant's factualinnocence, but requires that Ruizwaive the
right to ~eceiveimpeachment information relating to any informants or other witnesses, as well as information suppol ting
any affirmative defense she raises if the case goes to trial. Because she would not agree to the latter waiver, the prosecutors
withdrew their bargaining offer, and she was indicted for unlawful drug possession. Ruiz ultimately pled guilty without an
agreed plea, and asked the judge for the same educed sentence
the Government offered as part of the plea bargain, but District Court denied her requestwhen prosecution objected. The
9th Circuit took jurisdiction under 18 U.S.C. $3742, and vacated, noting that the Constitution~equiresprosecutors to make
certain impeachment information available to a defendant before trial; decided this obligation entitles defendantsto the information before they enter into a plea agreement; ~uledthat
the Constitution prohibits defendantsfrom waiving their right
to the information; and held that the "fast track" agreement
was unlawful hecause it insisted upon such a waiver.
HELD:pppellate iurisdiction was proper under 6
3742(al(llwhich permits appellate review of a sentence"imposed inviolationoflaw."AlthoughCaul t ultimately condudes
that respondent's sentence was not "in~posedin v~olationof
law"and therefore that 5 3742(a)(l) does not authorize an appeal in a case of this kind, it is familiar law that a federal court
ahvays has jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction. See
United Stores v. Mine IVbrkers, 330 US. 258,291. In order to
make that determination,it was necessary for the 9th Circuit
to address the merits.
HELD: The Constitution does not reauire the Government
to disclosa material impeachment evidence prior to enterinea
plea aereement witha criminaldefaidant. Although 5th & 6th
Amendments provide, as part of the Constitution's "fair trial"
guarantee, that defendants have the right to receive exculpatory impeachment material from prosecutors, see, e.g., B~adyv.
Mnrylnnd, 373 US. 83,87, a defendant wlio pleads guilty forgoes a fair trial as wellas various other accompanyingeonstitutional guarantees, Boykin v. Alnbanrn, 395 US. 238,243. As a
result, the Constitution insists that the defendant enter a guilty
plea that is"voluntary"nndmakerelatedwaivers"kno~ving[lyl,
intelligent[ly]. [and] with sufficient awareness of the relevant
circumstances and likely consequences," See, e.g, id., at 242.
The 9th Circuit in effect held that a guilty plea is not "voluntary" (and thatthe defendant couldnot, by pleadingguilty, waive
his light to a fair t d ) unless the prosecutors first made the
same disclosure of material impeachment information thatthey
would have had to make had the defendant insisted upon a

trial. Several considerations, taken together, demonstrate that not reasonably be crossed without a warrant:' Over a dissent,
holding's error. First, impeachment information is special in the Louisiana Supreme Court denied review. Cert was granted
relation to a trial's fairness, not in respect to whether a plea is to determine whether cops' actconswere lawful, absent exigent
voluntarv. It is ~articularlvdifficult to characterize such infor- circumstances.
HF.'.I.I):.Coort of Ap~ealsclearly erred bv coacludinc that
mation as critical, given the rnndon~way i n which it may, or
nl'iy not, help .I particular defendant. The drgrcc of help will p c t i t M r r e s t and the search "incident t h e r c t o : ' ~
depend upon the defendant's own independent knowledge of ?d, at 263. were constitutionally permissible. In PRytmf,Court
the prosecution's potential case -a matter that the Constitu- determined-the reasons for upholding warrantless arrests in a
tion does not require prosecutors to disclose. Second, there is public place do not apply to warrantless invasions of the prino legal authority that plovides significantsupport for the 9th vacy of the home." Id., at 576, and further that because "the
Circuit's decision. To the contrary, Court has found that the Fourth Amendment has drawn a firm line at the entrance to
Constitution, in respect to a defendant's awareness of relevant the house ...I, albsent exigent circumstances, that threshold
circumstances, does not require complete knowledge, but per- may not reasonably be crossed without a warrant." Id., at 590.
mits acourt to accept a guiltyplea, withits acc~mpanyin~waiverAnd we noted that an arrest warrant foundedonprobable cause,
of various constitutional rights, despite various forms of mis- as well as a search warrant, would suffice for entry. Id., at 603.
apprehension under which a defendant might labor. See, e.g., Here, cops had neither an arrest warrant for petitioner nor a
Brady v. Urrited States, 397 U.S. 742,757. Third, the very due search warrant for his apartment when they entered his home,
process considerationsthat have led the Court to find trial-re- arrested and searched him. They testified at the suppression
lated rights to exculpatory and impeachment information - hearing that they feared that evidence would be destroyed, but
e.g., the nature of the private interest at stake, the value of the Court of Appeal did not determine that exigent circumstances
additional safeguard, and the requirement's adverse impact on were present. Rather, the court, in respondent's own words,
the Government's interests, Ake v. Oklnhotnn, 470 US. 68,77- determined "that the defendant's argument that there were no
argueagainst the existence of the'kightmthe 9th Circuit found. exigent circumstances to justify the warrantless entry of the
Here, that right's addedvalue to the defendant is often limited, apartment was irrelevant" to the constitutionalityof the officgiven that the Governmentwill provide information establish- ers'actions.As Payton makes plain, police officersneedeither a
ing factual innocence under the proposed plea agreement, and warrant or probable cause plus exigent circumstances in order
that the defendant has other guilty-plea safeguards, see FRCP to make a lawful entry into a home. The Court of Appeal's rul11. Moreover, the 9th Circuit's rule could seriously interfere ing to the contrary, and consequent failure to assess whether
with the Government's interest in securing guilty pleas by dis- exigent circumstanceswere present in this case, violated Pnytan.
Because Petitioner and respondent both dispute at length
rupting ongoing investigations and exposing prospective witnesses to serious intimidation and harm, thereby forcing the whether exigent circumstances were, in fact, present, Court reGovernmentto modify its current practice, devotesubstantially verses the lower court's judgment that exigent circumstances
more resourcesto preplea trialpreparation,or abandon its heavy were not required to justify the officers' conduct, and remand
reliance on plea bargaining, Due process cannot demand so for Further proceedings not inconsistent with this decision.
radical a change in order to aehieve so comparatively small a
"BRANDISH1NG"AND "D1SCHARGING"ARESENTENCconstitutional benefit.
HELD: Althoueh theC'fasttrack" vleaaereement requires a ING FACTORS, NOT ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE:
HARRIS v. informa-ITEDSTATES, No. 00-10666, Cert. to 4th
tion. the Court does not believe. for most of the foremine rea- Circuit (243 F.3d 806) Afirnied, 6/24/02: Opinion: Kennedy.
sons, that the Constitution requires vrovision of this iuforPetitioner, prosecuted under for violating, inter alia, 18U.S.C.
m a t i o n v l e a h a r s a i n i n g .
5s 924(c](l)(A), which provides in relevant part that aperson
WARRANTLESS HOME SEARCH ABSENT EXIGENT who in relation to a d ~ u gtrafficking crime uses or carries a
CIRCUMSTANCES VIOLATES 4TK AMENDMENT: firearm "shall, in addition to the punishment for such crime"
KENNEDY D. KIRK v, LOUISIANA, No. 01-8419, Cert to "(i) be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not less than 5
Louisiana Court of Appeal (773 So. 2d 2591, Reversed and years; (ii) if the firearm is brandished, be sentenced to .. not
less than 7 years; and (iii) if the firearm is discharged, be senRemanded, 6/25/02; Opinion: Per Curiam.
tenced to ... not less than 10 years."Because the Government
Police officers had neither an arrest or search warrant when proceeded on theassumption that the provision defines a single
they entered petitioner's home, arrested and searched him. crime and that brandishing is a sentencing factor to be Found
Without deciding whether exigent circumstances had been by the judge following t~ial,the indictment said nothing about
present, the Louisiana Court ofAppeal concluded that the war- brandishing or subsection (ii), simply alleging the elements
rantless entry, arrest,andsearch did not v~olatethe 4thAmend- from the principal paragraph. After being convicted, Petitioner
ment because there had been probable cause to arrest petitioner. objected to his presentence report recommendation that he
The court's reasoning plainly violates our holding in Pny fotl IL receive the 7-year minimum sentence, arguing that brandishNew York, 445 U.S. 573,590 (1980). that "[albsent exigent cir- ingwas an element of a separatestatutory offense for which he
cunlstances," the"firm line at the entrance to the house.. may was not indicted or convicted.District Court overruled his ob-

defendant

.

.
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jection, found that he had brandished the gun, and seutenced
Defendant was convicted of possession of a firearm whiie
him to seven years in prison, and4th Circuit affirmed, reject- an unlawful user of a controlled substance. Court holds the~e
ing his statutory argu~nent,reasoning that McMillaft 1,. Penn- is no Texas statuteprohibiting the useof acontrolled substance;
syl~wrria,477 US. 79, foreclosed his argument that if brandislt- instead, only possession is prohibited. Therefore, addition of
ingis a sentencingfactoi, the statute is unconstitutionalunder term"un1awful" must mean something more. Court looks at
Apprzrrdi v. New Jersey, 530 US. 466.
purpose of statute, which is to keep guns out of the hands of
HELD: A s a matter of statutorv interpretation, B those who are incompetent, or have criminal backgrounds.
924(cHlUA) defines a single offenseinwhich brandishineand Applying rule of lenity in construing the statute, court holds
dischareins are sentencine factors to be found bv the i u d ~ , phrase means someone whose use of narcotics falls just short
not offense elements to be found by the iury. Court reasons of addiction. Individuals' regular use of narcotics over an exthe statute's structure suggests that blandishing and discharg- tended periodof time must pose a danger to the public nto~als,
ing are sentencing factors, and concludes that the principal health and safety before their possession of a firearm is prohibparagraph defines a single crime and its subsections identify ited. Since the evidence only established he occasionally used
sentencing factors. The canon of constitutional avoidance-controlled substances, court holds evidence was insufficient.
which provides that when a statute is susceptible of two constructions, the Court must adopt the one that avoids grave and SENTENCING-LIQUID LSD:
doubtful constitutional questions - plays no iole here. The USA v. MORGAN, NO. 01-20500 (5123102).
constitutional principle that petitioner says a single-offense
interpretation of the statute would violate -that any fact inDefendant was charged with conspiracy to possess and poscreasing the statutory minintuin sentence must be accorded the session with intent to distributeLSD. Orticers recovered a liqsafeguards assigned to element+was rejected in McMillari. uid containing LSD, and court used the eutke weight of the
Petitioner's suggestion that the canon be used to avoid overrut- mixture to detemine theapplicable guideline. Court holds only
ing one of this Court's own precedents is novel and, given that the actual amount of LSD in the mixture should be included.
McA4illan was in place when $924(c)(l)(A) was enacted, un- However>in determining whether the mandatory minimum
sonnd. Congress would have had no reason to believe that it sentence of 10 years applies, total weight of mixture is used.
was approaching the constitutional line by following the ulstruction this Court gave in McMillnli.
DETERMININGWHETHER HABEAS STATUTE APPLIES:
HELD: ReaffirmingMcMiflarr and employingthe auproach MARTINEZ, ETHERIDGEBBEAZLEY v. TEXAS COURTOF
outlined in that opinion, the Court concludes that B CRIMINAL APPEALS, NO. 02-40755 (5121102).
924(cMl)(A)fiil is constitutional. Basing a 2-year increase in
the defendant'sminimumsentenceona judicial finding of branDefendants filed a $1983 action against court seekinga tentdishing does not evade the Fifth and Siith Amendments' re- porary injunctionagainstthe state executing the~n,and appointquirements. Congress simply dictated the plecise weight to be ment of competent habeas counsel. They argued their right to
given to one traditional sentencing factor. Judgmentis affirmed. due process and effective assistance of counsel had been violated by the court's policy of appointing incon~petenthabeas
counsel. Court addresses whether claim can be brought under
1983, or whether it should hebrought under 2254 (and besubject to rules on successivepetitions). Court holds the reliefplaintiffs seek is the equivalent of a stay of execution, and must be
FIFTH CIRCUIT
brought in a 2254 action.
SENTENCING - PRIOR CONVICTION FOR SAME
OFFENSE CONDUCT:
USA v. HENRY, No. 00-10026 (4110102).
Defendant was cottvicted of possession of a firearm while
subject to a court order. Officers had responded to a family
disturbance call where they found defendant. Defendant was
under a protective older, and could not go within 200 yards of
the residence. As a result of that conduct, he was convicted in
state court of criminal trespass. The District court added two
points to his criminal histol y for that conviction. Court holds
that was improper because the criminal trespass part of the offense conduct,
MEANING OF 'UNLAWFUL USER OF CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE": USA v. HERRERA, No. 00-51177 (4117102).
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SUFPICIENCY -POSSESSION OP FIREARM:
USA 11. SPRUILL, NO. 99-50827 (5116102).
Defendant was convicted of possession of a firearm while
under an agreed protective order, which was issued aRer defe~tdant had gone to the district attorney's office and was approved
by R judge. No hearing had been scheduled, and no action was
pending when the order was signed. Court holds that statute
covers only orders that are issued after a "hearing." Court holds
there was no hearing in this case, construing hearing to mean a
proceeding before court in which defendant actually appears,
and proceeding that is set and which defendant is given notice
of. Court also addresses defendant'swaiver of appeal, and holds
that waiver cannot preclude review of a conviction for conduct
that does not constitutea violation of the law.

neous, finding that it was based on erroneous interp~efationof
an affidavit submitted by the State.
***See, however, LookitlgDiN v. Cocktell, No. 00-41089, June
Court holds witness was improperly allowed to testify as a 3,2002. Here, the habeas petitioner was four days late fding his
summary witness. Defendant was charged with conspiracy to writ application under 28 USC Sec. 2244, the one year statute
defraud government,and making falsestatements. Chargeswere of limitations. Lookingbiil sought to invoke equitable tolling
based on statements filed m connection with obtaining agri- on two grounds: that he had filed a motion for rehearing after
cultural assistaxce loans. Witness was allowed to testify how CCA denied his state habeas and that he was only four days
form should have been filled out, which inclnded a number of late. Because the Rules of Appellate Procedure do not allo~va
debts and obligation that should have been listed. There was motion for rehearing in state habeas, the first reason was leno independent testimony as to what debts should have been jected. Thesecondleason rvas rejected simplybecause thecourt
included, which was the subject of dispute. Court holds there strictly interpets the one year limitation. See also Eierro v
must be independent evidence to sttpport the summary testi- Cockrell, where the successor federal petition ~vasfiled late and
mony, and there was none here. Although there was testimony the petitioner argued that: (1) his petition was timely filed bethat debts were not disclosed, there was no independent testi- cause he filed his motion for leave to file a successor petition in
mony, that the debts should have been disclosed. Since that was the 5th Circuit timely and the motion was, for all intents and
the crux of the government's case, court finds exor harmful purposes, identical to the federal petitioner filed after the 5th
Circuit granted leave to file; m d (2) the petitioner relied on the
and ieverses the conviction.
District Court's scheduling order. Court rejected both arguments, the first because filing a writ of habeas corpus under 5
EVIDENTIARY RULINGS:
2244 means precisely that and nothing else. The second arguUSA v. GUTIERREZ-FARIAS, No. 01.40633 (6112102).
ment rvas rejected because, unlike Alexander, there was no exDefendant drovea truckacrossthe bo~der,whichcontained press order tolling limitations.
a large anlouut of n~arijuanahidden in the tires. Agent was al[Editor's Note: COURTS ARE VERY SERIOUS ABOUT
lowed to testify that drug smuggling ot gank~atiousdo not generally choose people who do not know they are transporting ENFORCING THESTATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, thus, it must
drugs; instead, they choose people who have a "certain amount be timely filed. The 5th Circuit is especially unforgiving of erof credentials': and are individuals they can trust. Court holds rors. Both Lookinghill and Fterro were death penalty cases and
essence of testimony was that defendant knew he was trans- had very, very good lawyers. Fierm had an extraordinary claim
porting drugs. Court holds that testimony crossed the bound- for relief. The~eis simply n o margin of error or room for misary, and provided a "forbidden opinion on an ultimate legal takes.]
issue". Caul t also reiterates the general rule that "evidence in a
criminal trial must be strictly relevant to the particular offense JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL UPHELD:
charged." USA v. AII~~ISOII,
933 F.2d 1261 (5th Cir. 1991) Un- USA v. HERNANDEZ-BAUTISTA, No. 01-50698 (6111102).
fortunately court h d s the error harmless, despite evidence
Following an alert by border sensors, police officers stopped
being extremely weak on whether defendant knew the maria truck driven by one of the defendants, who said he had been
juana was in the tires.
fishing with friends by the river, and was headed into town to
get a tire fixedfor an abandonedvehic1e.They searched his truck,
HABEAS CORPUS - EQUITABLE TOLLING APPLIED:
and found nothing illegal although they did find two-way laUSA I,. ALEXANDER, No. 01-20736 (6111102)
dies. Continuing the investigation, they received several posiPetitioner's parole was revoked based on allegation that he tive readings on their LORlS scope. They eventuallyfound 121
stalked his ex-wife, before that statute was found to be uncon- kilograms of marijuana, and later located the remaining destitutional. Petitioner fded a writ in state court, but did not fendants approximately three miles from the marijuana. Dechallenge constitutionalityof the statute.After writ was denied, fendants testified they were crossing the border together, and
petitioner filed in federal court, which raised the issue sua denied any knowledge ofthemarijuana. District Court granted
sponte, and dismissed without prejudice to aUow petitioner to judgment of acquittal aftel jury found all defendants guilty.
exhaust state remedies. He did so, but relief was denied again. Court upholdsthat vaSdict,findingthatconstruingthe evidence
He retumed to federal court, and the District Court granted in the l i h t most favorable to the verdict gives "equal or nearly
relief. State appealed, arguing his petition was barred by limi- equal circumstantialsupport to a theory of guilt anda theory
tations. Court holds equitable tollingcould apply, based on lan- of innocence.''
guage in prior order indicated that petitioner could file again
in.federa1 court after exhausting state remedies. Court notes CHECKPOINTS ON MILITARY BASES:
that equitable tollingisan equitable doctrine which is reviewed USA v. GREEN, No. 01-50536 (6111102).
for abuse of discretion, and concludes District Court did not
Defendant was stopped at a checkpoint on Fort Sam Housabuse its discretion in thiscase. Court also finds that state court
findings that revocation was based on other grounds was erro- ton. Pursuant to guidelines for the checkpoint, every 6th veSUMMARY WITNESSES:
USA v. HART, NO. 01-60304 (6112102).
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hick was checked for license and registration. Court holds that
different interests are involved in checkpoints at military installations,since t h e ~ is
e an interest inprotectingsuchit~stallations from acts of terrorism. As such, a greater degree of intrusiveness is permitted. Court upholds checkpoint, finding its
primary purpose was not for general law-enforcement,

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
PDR OPINIONS
STOP NOT JUSTIFIED UNDER "COMMUNITY CARETAKING" EXCEPTION: BRUCE WAYNE CORBIN v. State,
No. 094-01, Appellant's PDR from Gregg County; Reversed, 61
5/02; Offense: POCS wlintent to deliver; Sentence: 30 yrs;
COA: Affirmed (33///90 -Texarkana 2000); Opinion: Price,
joined by Meyers, Johnson, Keasler, & Holcornb; Womnck
Concurred; Concurring Opinion: Cochran; Dissent: Keller,
joined by Hervey.
Appellant drove down 1-20 through an intersection with
another highxvay,and passed Officer Benson going 52 mphin a
65 mile zone. As Benson watched, Appellant's car went over the
side stripe and onto the shoulder for about 20 feet before retu~ning
to his lane. Benson followed Appellant for a mile, then
stopped him even though Appellant committed no traffic violations, because he believed Appellant mightbe drnnkor sleepy.
To make a long story short, Benson searched Appellant and
found cocaine taped to his hack. Appellant's motion to suppress was denied. On appeal, COA held there was insufficient
evidence to indicate that Appellant failed to maintain his lane
in an unsafe manner. However, COAheld the communitycaretaking exception, as explained in IVright, 7/N148 (CCA 1999)
to he applicable.
HELD: Officer Benson's exercise of the connnunity caretaking function was notreasonable. After brieflydiscussing 4th
Amendment law, CCA further explains the Wrklrt decision.
CCA first says the trial court could have reasonably believed
that Benson was primarily motivated by his community caretaking function. However, under M7rig1it,havingso established,
the trial court must determine whethe1 cop's belief that defendant needs help is reasonable. In doing so, courts may look to 4
non-exclusive factors: (1) nature and level of distress exhibited; (2) location of individual; (3) whether he is alone or had
access to assistance other than cop;and (4) to what extent individual, if not assisted, presents to himself or others. The first
fact01 is entitled to the greatest weight. The remaining factors
help givemore definition to the fi~st.In this case, the"distress"
exhibited by defendant was his traveling for 20 feet at 52 mph
over the sidestripe of the road. CCA has difficulty characterizing this as distress. Benson saw nothing else indicating distress
after he s t a ~
ted following~ppellant.AS-to the second,iocation,
noting in the record indicates it was anything other than an
intersection. The first two factors weigh against the stop. The
third -that Appellant was alone in the car -weighs in favor
of the stop As to the final factor, danger to himself or othels,
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Appellant's "distress" lasted for ahout one second. After he
crossed back over to his lane he drove normally and did not
appear to he a danger to himself or others. Benson was unreasonable in stoppingAppellant The level ofhis dishes was simply too mulor for his to reasonably believe Appellant was falling asleep and in need of assistance. Appellant's interest in being free from arbitrary government interference outweighed
Benson's exercise of his community caretaking function. Thus,
COAS judgment is reversed, and case is remanded for a harm
analysis.
STATE'S APPEALIPDR DISMISSED WHEN DEFENDANT
DIES: State v. VIRGIL L. MCCAFFEREY, State's PDR from
Gillespie County; Dismissed, 6/5/02; Offense: POM (4 oz to 5
Ibs); COA: Affirmed (NP - San Antonio 2001); Opinion:
Keller (unanimous)
The State appealed the trial caul t's suppression of the evidence, and COA affirmed Appellant has since died, and his
attorney moved todismiss thestate's PDR. Question is whether
permanent abatement unde~TRAP 7.1 (a) (2) applies to a State's
appeal
HELD: When the defendant dies durine pendencv of a
State's apaeal the proper disdosition is dismissalrather than
permanent abatement. It has long been the rule that a c~iminal
prosecutiondoes not survive the death of the defendant. March,
5Tex.Ct.App. 450 (1 879).When the defendant dies during peudency of his appeal, the court is deprived of jurisdiction and
the appealispermanently abated. Vnrgns65911422 (CCA 1983).
However CCA has never add~essed what happens when the
defendant dies and the State is the appealing party. CCA decides to adopt the lationale of the appellate court in State K
Curl, 28lN838 (Corpus Christi 2000, no pet.), which held that
when a defendant dies during pendency of the State's appeal,
all issues become moot. COA reasoned that if the case were
reversed, the State could not retry the dead defendant, thus no
matter howa court decided the issues, no practical result xvould
issue. CCA finds this ratio~~alereaso~iable.
State's PDR is the~efore dismissed.
UNCONSCIOUS OR SEMI-CONSCIOUS DEFENDANT
NOT ENTITLED TO DEFENSE ON INVOLUNTARY
INTOXICATION: CRAIG EMMETI MENDENHALL v.
State, Appellant's PDR from Freestone County, Affirmed, 61
12/02; Offense: Assault on a public servant; Sentence: CQA:
Reversed (15///560 (Waco 2000); Opinion: Holcomb, joined
by Keller, Meye~s,Price, Womack & Cochran; Jolmson,
Keasier & Hervey concu~redin result.
Appellant was prosecuted for assaulting a deputy sheriff in
the courtroom during his di~orcetrial. As his defense, Amellant argued he suffered from temporary insanityresulting from
a diabetic condition that caused him to become hypoglycemic.
His low blood sugar, he argued, occurred during a brief episode during which he was unconscious or semi-conscious because he had not eaten much after taking his insulin; thus, he
did not try to harm the victim. The trial court refused a re-
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nating evidence. SPA'S PDK was granted to second-guess this
holding.
HELD: Appellee had no leeitimate expectation of privacy
in the conversation.thus the excludedstatements were admis&&.US. SupremeCourt has heldUthatsociety is not prepared
to recognize as legitimate any subjectiveexpectationof privacy
that aprisoner might have in his prison cell.'' Hurlsotl v. Pnltrt~r,
104S.Ct. 3194 (1984). Based on theagreedstateinent CCAdisagrees with COAk conclusion that cops engaged in deception
by placing Appellee in a room, allowing him to confer with
Trevino, then recording their conversation. This is not a situation in which asuspect was threatened, tricked, or cajoled into
wiving his 5th Amendment privilege, and does not involve a
custodial interrogation. Although Appellee was in custody, the
statement was not made in response to interrogation,butwhile
Appellee was alone with the co-defendant;neither was he conferring with his lawyer. Whiie Appellee may have had a subjective expectation of privacfiCCA does notbelieve that societyis
prepared to recognize a legitimate expectation of privacy in
conversations between arrestees in custody in a county law enforcement building, even when only they are present, and they
subjectively believe they are unobserved. Loss of privacy is an
inherent incident of confinement, hence judgment is reversed,
and case is remanded to COA for fu~therproceedings.
Concurring Opinion: Majority's holding goes beyondwvhat
was needed for this appeal. After determining there was no deception by cops, it was unnecessary for majority to hold absolutely that society will not recognize an expectation of privacy
in conversations between arrestees in custody in a county poCO-DEFENDANTS IN CUSTODY HAD NO LEGITIMATE lice station even when they are the only ones present and beEXPECTATION OF PRIVACY: State v. MICHAEL AUGUST lieve they are unobserved. The langnage is overly broad, in that
SCHEINEMAN, No. 1196-01, State Prosecuting Attorney's it is not limited to an expectation of privacy under the 4th
PDR from Kerr County, Reversed, 6/12/02; Offense: Amendment - majority's reasoning forecloses any reasoning
l
.
Attempted Burglary of Habitation w1Intent to Commit Theft; based unde~Texas law as d
Sentence: (Suppression Motion G~anted);COA.Mfirn~ed(471
1/754 - San Antonio); Opmion: Johnson, joined by Keller, COA ERRED WHEN IT ASSUMED COUNSEL'S INEFFECPrice, Wonlack, Keasler, Hervey, Holcomb & Cochran; TIVENESS: JOEBILLBONEv. State, No. 473-00, State's (DA's
& SPA'S) PDR from Guadalupe County; Reversed, 6/19/02;
Concu~~ing
Opinion: Meyers, joined by Price.
Offense; DWI (felony); Sentence: 90 yrs; COA: Reversed (1211
In an agreedstatement of the facts filed for this appeal, the /52I -San Antonio 1999);Opinion: Cochran, joined by Keller,
parties state that after being arrested, Appellee and his co-de- Meyers, Womack, Johnson, Keasler & Holcomb; Price
fendant, Trevino, were left together by a deputy at Trevino's concu~redwlo opinion.
Appellant's felony DWI charge was further enhanced by two
request. There, believing thei~conversation was private, they
discussed their actions in the alleged offeme. However, unbe- prior felony convictions. During both phases of trial Appellant
knownst to them, the conversation was lecorded. Appellee and testified all about the facts of the offense,his akohol problem,
Trevino argued they were lulled into believing the conversa- his three prior D W s , and the fact that he was on parole for
tion was private, thereby raising a legitimate expectation of DWI when he committed the instant offense. His conviction
privacy, The trial court suppressed the statements made dur- was reversed after COA concluded that his lawyer was ineffecing the conve~sationafter ruling they were obtained through tive.
HELD:
an unlawful interception and recording of an oral conrmunication in violation of TPC 5 16.02, and the U.S. Constitution. sel failed to provide competent revresentation. but also when
The State appealed, but COA affirmed, holding that while it held. without a specificshowine of preiudice. that counsel's
people don't usually have an expectation ofprivacy in a cop car performance undermined confidence in the outcome. COA
or jaillprison, in this case cops created a situation in which held the record revealed a total lack of advocacy skills; counsel
Appellee andTrevinowere led to believe their conversationwas was deficient on voir dire; offered only the testimony of
private and that society should not sanction use of deliberate appellant's girlfriend as mitigating evidence; offered damaging
misrepresentations to enable cops to gather possible incrimi- and prejudicial evidence (Appellant's testimony and letter to
quested instruction on involuntary intoxication. COA reversed,
holdingAppellant was entitled to the instruction because there
was some evidence that, at the time of the offense, he wasincapable of conforming his conduct to the requirements of the
law. However, COA held the elror harnllas because evidence
raising the insanity defense was "tenuous" while evidence undermining it was "substantial." PDK was granted to secondguess the harm analysis.
HELD: COA erred in holdine that the trial murt erred in
faili~ieto instruct theiurvon the affirmativedefenseof insatlity due to involuntary intoxication. In 1983, the legislature
amended thestatute,TPC8.0l(a),and deleted thesectionmaking it a defense if the defendantwas unable to conform his conduct to the requirements of the law he allegedly violated. Now,
although the statute still encompasses the defense of insanity
due to involuntary intoxication, it is now an affirmativedefense if the defendant,as a result of asevere mentaldefect caused
by involuntary intoxication,did not know that his conduct was
wrong. Here, Appellant argued he was unconscious or sen+
conscious at the time of the offense. Under the current version
of 5 s.Ol(a), the defense is not available to a defendant who
was unconscious or semi-consciousat the time of the offense,
such that he did not know his conduct was wrong, because he
did not consciously know of his conduct at all. Such persons
may argue they lacked the requisite mens rea necessaly for
criminalliability,or that they did not engagein avoluntaryact.
COA el redin holdimg Appellant entitled totheinstruction, thus
CCAdoesnot address the harmanalysis. Judgment isaffirmed.
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DA's office while in TDCJ); gave a damaging and p~ejudicial
closmg statement (cha~acterizedAppellant as a dangerous
drunk and danger to society) and reversed after concluding
that counsel's efforts were so minimal throughout trial, based
on the totality of the record. CCA disagrees because COA simply assumed that the above "errors" were instances of nbjectively unreasonable and unprofessioual conduct. Because the
COA could not discern any strategy or tactical purpose in
counsel's performance, it assumed that there was none. This is
the wrong analysis under Sfricklmd.As it has said many times
hefore, there must be a ~ecniddeveloped after the trial which
shows counsel's lack of tnal strategy in situations such as that
in the instant case. Counsel must be given an opportunity to
explain her actions before being condemned as incompetent.
Appellant can still do this on a writ. Judgmeuf is reversed and
trial court's judgment is affilmed

does not lack finality merely because the defendant still has an
opportunity to appeal. Evidence is legally and factually sufficient to support a prima fac~efinding of a final conviction once
the state offers a judgment and sentence which appears to be
final on its face. Only when there exists evidence that defendant actualfy perfected an appeal is the conviction deemed to
lack fmality. Because that is the situation in the instant case,
COA erred. The evidence was sufficient, thus COA's judgment
is reversed and trial court's judgment is affirmed.
Dissent: A conviction should become final only when the
time period for appealing has expired. Otherwise, defendants
will be encouraged'Yo file frivolous appeals after they are caught
drivingin order to render their co~lvictionsnon-fi~lal."&presses
hope that rule is limited to the statute here, and will not be
extended to, for example, 11.07 writs. But if it is, ~ u l ewould
allow the applicant to fde his w ~ ione
t day after his conviction,
which will become instantly fiual.

FINALITY OF CONVICTION FORPURPOSEOF DRIVERS
LICENSE REVOCATION: STEPHENKYLE JONES v. State,
No. 1768-00,State's PDR from Collin County; Reversed, 61191
ORIGINAL HABEAS CORPUS PROCEEDING
02; Offense: DWLS; Sentence: 11 days jail & $100 fine; COA:
Reversed (21111639 - Amarillo 2000); Opinion: Cochran, ONLY CRIMINAL STATUTE APPLIES TO CRIMINAL
joined by Keller, Meye~s,Womack & Holcomb; Dissent: CONTEMPT: EX PARTB MICHAEL DOTSON, No. 73,986,
Keasler, joined b~ Price, Johnson & Hervey.
from Nueces County; Relief Granted, 6/5/02; Opinion:
Johnson, joined by Meyers, Price, Hervey, Holcomb &
In 1998Appellant pled guilty to POM and assessed pioba- Cochran; Concurring Opinion: Wumack; Concurring Opintion. He was also told his drivers license would be suspended ion, joined by Holcomb & Cochrai~;Dissent: Keller, joined by
for 6 months because he had been convicted of a drug offense. Keasler.
T h ~ e eweeks later Appellant was stopped for a traffic offense
and was arrested when the cop foutld out his license was susApplicant was subpoenaed by the State to testify at the trial
peuded. At Appellant's bench ttial for DWLS (Trmisportation of JamesVannny for felouy theft. When Appellant failed to apCode 5 531.372) the State introduced a copy of the POM judg- pear to testify atVannoy's trial, the trial court issued a writ of
ment and sentence, which showed his license was autornati- attachment, but Applicant could not be found. The prosecucally suspended on the date of the POM co~wiction,and that tion was dismissed with prejudice because the State could not
Appellant had surrendered his l~censeto DPS. Nothing indi- go forward without Applicant's testimony The trial court then,
cated thatAppellant had appealed theconviction.COA ~eversed at the behest of the State, and after a hearing, held Applicant in
and ordered an acquittal because t h e ~ was
e insufficient proof contempt for failing to obey the subpoena, and sentenced him
his underlying convictiou was final at the time of the DWLS to 180 days confmement in the Nueces County jail and a $500
charge. State's PDR was granted to determine when a convic- fine. Instead of finding him in contempt under TCCP 24.05,
tion which is not appealed becomes final - at time of senteuce which carries a punishment of nniy a $500 fine, the trial court
imposition or expiration of time to fde notice of ap~eal.
relied on Tex.RCiv.Proc. 176.8(a), which authorizes confine..
11li1.1): &o
evidence rxists that Appellant filed a no.. ment and/or a fine. Question is whether the trial court had the
tice of appeal, for pul.poscs uf'l'rnnsportatio!! Codc § 531.372 autho~ityto confineApplicantfor failureto complywith a suba conviction is deemed final on the date of senten&. Anuel- poena in a criminal case.
lant argued that his sentence was nonfinal at the time of the
HELD: Because Applicant's refusal to answer was in the
arrest for DWLS because he still had time to file a notice of context of a criminal~rosecution.thestatutewhichisspecific
appeal from the POM conviction. He contends that a convic- to such afailure.art. 24.05.applies.Applyingrules of statutory
tion is not final until either time to fde notice of appeal has construction, CCA holds that criminal contempt was the only
expired or defendant has appealed and the mandate had is- typeavailable to the trial court. Criminal contempt is punitive
sued. State argues that in absence of contrary evidence, courts in nature a~idnot conditioned on some promise because the
should presume the regularity of trial court's judgment and contemnor is being punished for affronting the dignity of the
records, and because record here is silent as to any notice of court. Civil contempt is remedial atid coacive in nature; it exappeal or other irregularity,Appellant didnothiugto rebut that erts the judicial authority of the court to persuade the contenlpresumption and evidence is thus factually and legally suffi- nor to obeysome order, and imprisonment is conditiotial upon
cient to show his license was suspended on the date he was ar- disobedience. Art. 24.05 applies in criminal prosecutions,while
rested. CCA agrees with the State: For purposes of 5 531.372, a the civil rule applies specifically to civil proceediugs. Here,
conviction which appears regular, d i d and final on its face, Applicant's contempt was in the context of a criminal proceed-
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ing, thus civil Rule 176.8 does not apply. The penalty for failure NO MANIFEST NECESSITY FOR MISTRIAL:
to answer asubpoenain a criminal case islimited to art. 24.05. EXPARTEABEL LUNAEIERRO, nI,No. 1897-00 & 1888-00,
The punishment assessed by the trial court exceeded that per- Appellant's PDRs from Brewster County; Reversed, 6/26/02;
mitted by law, thus the trial court did not act within its author- Offense: Agg.Sex.Asslt.(2): Sentence: none (pretrial habeas ity. Relief is therefore granted.
relief denied); COA: Affirmed (NP - El Paso 2000); Opinion:
Johnson, joined byMeyers, P~ice,M'nmack, Keasler*& Hervey;
VICI'IM'S AGE WAS IMIJKC)Pt?RSUI3JliCTOF VOlll DlRli Dissent: Holcomb, joined by Keller; Cochran joined Pt 11, but
QUESTION - NIJNI:IO IS OVI:KI~UI.I~I):
otherwise concurs in result.
JOSEBANAS v. State, No. 415-99, State'sPDRfrom El Paso
After Appellant's jury had been en~paneledand sworn, one
County; Reversed, 6/26/02; Offense: Indecency w/a child (2):
SeutencclO yrs (probated); COA: Reversed (NP - El Paso juror told the judge that she was Appellant's cousin. Over ob1999); Opinion: Plice, joined by Keller, Womack, Keasler, jections, the trial court granted the State's challenge for cause,
Hervey & Cochran: Concurring Opinion: Womack, joined by announced he did so because the juror was related to Appellant
Keller, Cochran; Dissent: Meyers, joined by Holcomb; within the third degree of consanguinity, and declared a mistrial. Appellant filed motions to dismiss and habeas corpus writs
Johnson concurredwln opinion.
arguing that retrial should be precluded because jeopardy had
At voir dire,Appellant wanted to ask theveuire if they could attached and there was no showing that manifest necessity was
be fair and impartial in a case in which the victim was 8-10 shown for a mistrial to be declared. Trial court denied relief,
years old, or at least nine (the victim's age at time of trial). The and COA affirmed, holding no abuse of discretion was present
trial court refused to permit the question, but COA reversed, because of the juror's relationship to Appellant, thus manifest
relying on Ntrnfio, 80811482 (CCA 1991), over~uledon other necessityexisted. Appellant argues that allowing a retrial nuder
grounds, Gortzales, 99411170 (CCA 1999),holding failure to al- these circumstances after the jury was empaneled and mvorn
low ouestions reparding
constitutional er- would violate his double ,ieopardv
..the victim's agewas
..
. , lights.
.,
HF.l.1): :I'he t-urt
erred in p r e d d b g r e t r i n l u s e
rur t11at defied hatmlcss error nndysis.
t
that the trialcourt c o n s i d c r e d " l e ~
tIF.I.1): b a u s e the uuestinn c o w e d a "gbbdfishing d h o ~ ianvcvidence
exoeditinn."it was improper: Nunfio is overruled. Here, the tic alternatives" a mistrial was not 'necessarc manifestlv or
trial court erred in removing the juror because,
question was irrelevant because: the victim's age is not a fact of -.The
consequence that tends to prove or disprove the defendant's according to Tex. Gov't Code 5 573.023, a cousin does not fall
guilt; as phrased, the question was not relevant to the victim's within the 3rd degree of consanguinity, thus the juror was not
credibi1ity;and thevictim'sagewasnot relevant at punishment challengeablefor cause under TCCP 35.16(b)(2).The trial court
because it sought to commit venire members to assess or re- simply announced the juror's ineligibility for service and disfrain from assessing punishment on that basis. CCA then ob- charged her without cousidering whether any less drastic alterselves that its holding that the questiou is improper conflicts native existed, as CCA has previously instructed. Brown, 90711
with the holding inits previousNzrrrfio decrsion. In Ntrfio, the 835 (CCA 1995). Here, hvoless drastic alternates mayhave been
question was whether the jury could he fair and impartial ifthe available- allowing her to serve because Appellant did not nbvictim was a nun. CCA held it was a proper question because it ject, or allowing the trial to proceed with 11 jurors,as provided
was sought to determine bias or prejudice in favor of the vic- byTex.Gov't Code 5 62.201 -but were never considered.Manitim because of her vocation. CCA now determines that Nrrnfio fest necessity is for very ext~aordinaryand striking circumwas wrong: its standard is "unworkable" because it "provides stances.There must be ashigh degree'of necessity that the trial
come to an end. Here, without any evidence the trial court conno reasonable limitation on the parties'ability to ask questions:'
Therefore, such questions are ovelly broad, vague and impre- sidered the alternatives, a mistrial was not manifestly necessary.
cise, and constitute "fishing expeditions" by defense counsel. Appellant's pretrial application to preclude retrial should have
Trial court did not abuse its discretion. COA therefore erred in been granted. COXsjudgment is reversed, and case is remanded
so holding, thus its judgment is vacated, and case is remanded to the trial court for further proceedings.
for reconsideration of appellant's remaining points of error.
Dissent: "In an act of judicial inconsistency, the majority JUVENILE'S OUT OF STATE CONFESSION NOT IN
needlessly overrules an uupublished opinion . while invali- COMPLIANCE WITH TEXAS LAW NOT NECESSARILY
dating workable, ten-year-old precedent of this Cou~t... .Not RENDERED INADMISSIBLE: MARIE LISETTE GARCIA
content to merely create new law, the majo~ityalso effectively VEGA v. Stab, No. 337-01, State's PDR from Hidalgo County;
transforms voir dire into an impossible guessinggameby hold- Reversed, 6/26/02; Offense: Capital Murder: Sentence: COA:
ing that the same question that was too vague or imprecise to Reversed (32111897 (Corpus Christi 2000); Opinion: Johnson,
be proper was also au improper attempt to commit the jury.. . joined by Meyers, Price, Womack, Holcomb, Cochran;
Concurring Opinion: Cochran, joined by Wo~nack &
I protest. 1object. I dissent?
The majority also fails to say how Nunfro is actually badly Holcomb; Dissent: Keller, joined by Keasler & H e ~ v .
reasoned or unworkable. "At most, it seems that the N~rnfmdeAppellant was 16 when she aud her boyfriend fled to Chicision is one that the majority finds unacceptable. This is no cago after being implicated in a capital murder. Illinois police
basis for overrulingprecedent:'
apprehended her there on Texas warrants, and obtained a con-
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fession from her. COAruled the confession was inadmissible
because, although while correct under IUinois law, the procedures used by police and the form of the statement did not
comply with Title 3 of the Family Code. Appellant argues that
because the statement did not con~plywith Ihn law, it was
inadmissible, while the State claims it was admissiblebecause,
as Appellant was in IUinoiswhen she made the statement, Illinois law should control.
HELD: Appellant's Family Code riehts wereviolated: howsver. this does not necessarily render her statement inadmissible. CCAdetermines that Title 3 of the Code wasviolated by
the following: the youth officer was presentwhen the statement
was signedwas armed; Appellant was detained for more than 6
hours before conclusion of the statement; Appellant was left
alonein the interrogationroomseveraltimes before being taken
to a juvenile facility; Appellant wasnever taken before a magistrate. When CCA excludes evidence based on a violation of the
Family Code 5 51.095 by Texas police, even in good faith, it
does so to deter future violations. Mayorga, 90111943 (CCA
1995). Here, automatically excluding the statement will not
deter the Illinois cops, who will continue to comply with their
own laws. Analysis of these issues examine the effect of the absence of a magistrate on admissibility on the challenged statement in a context of fairness to the parties, both the state and
the appellant, with focus on the purpose exp~essedin 5 51.01;
"to provide a simplejudicial procedure through whichthe provisions of this title are executedand enforced and in which parties are assured a fair hearing. Case is therefore reversed and
remanded to COA for such an analysis.

.."

THIRD PARTY'S BAD ACTS ADMISSIBLE AS "SAME
TRANSACTION CONTEXTUAL" EVIDENCE:
MICHAEL T. CASTALDO v. State, No. 0189-01, State's PDR
from Navarro County; Reversed, 6/26/02; Offense: POM;
Sentence: not in opinion COA: Reversed: 32111413 (Waco
2000); Opinion: Per Curiam; Concurring Opinion: Meyers;
Johnson concurred in result.
Appellant was a passenger in a car that was stopped because
the driver appeared intoxicated. A small amount of marijuana
was found on the passenger-side floorboard and in a
Tupperware container inside a console between the seats. Arresting cop testified that Appellant's eyes were bloodshot and
glassy, and he smelled of alcohol, but not pot. The driver, who
was arrested for DWI and POM, testified that the dope was his,
and that Appellant did not know even it was there. Appellant
and the driver were acquaintances, but not good friends, and
the driver had agreed to drive Appellant home from a jazz dub.
Appellant said he was drunk, but not high, and did not use
marijuana because he was required to submit to I andom urine
tests for his job.Appellant objected under TRE 404(b) that the
Statewas allowed to introduce evidence of the driver's conduct
and his own intoxication, and requested a limiting instruction.
COA reversed, holding the driver's conduct constituted an inadmissible extraneous offense, that Rule 404(b) applies to the
conduct of third parties, and was not admissibleas same transaction contextual evidence. Also COA held that while
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Appellant's intoxication was admissible, the trial court erred
by refusing to give him limiting instruction.
HELD: TRE 4041b) avvlies to acts of third parties its contextual transaction evidence. without a limithe instruction.
The State argues the rules do not apply to third persons because another's bad conduct does not show another person's
character, However, CCA agrees with the federal courts that,
on its face, Rule 404(b) is not limited to acts by the defendant.
Rule 404(a)(l) focuses on the character of the accused, while
Rule 609(a)(1) allows impeachmentof the accused and another
person with extraneous bad acts. Such an analysis also requires
a balancing test under Rule 403, and comments that when the
third party's acts are in some way probative of the defendant's
character, the danger of prejudice may be lower that when
defendant's own bad acts are admitted. CCA ultimately concludes that, under the facts of this case, the third party conduct
(reckless driving and intoxication) could be used to infer his
bad character. Under Rule 403's balancing test, the trial court
did not err in concluding the probative value was not substantially outwe~ghedby the danger of unfair prejudice. As to
Appellant'sintoxication, CCA has already held that sane transaction contextual evidence is relevant without a limiting iustruction. Carnacho, 86411532;Westbrook, 291//114-115. Judgment is reversed and case is remanded to COA to address
Appellant's remaining points.
CULPABLE MENTAL STATE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATING A PROTECTIVE ORDER:
MARTINHARVEY v. State, No. 1548-111, State's PDR from
Travis County; Reversed, 6/26/02; Offense: Violation of a
P~otectiveOrder; Sentence: COA: Reversed (48111847- Austin
2001); Opinion: Womack (unanimous).
Appellant's indictment for an offense committed under TPC

5 25.05, alleged that he "in violation of a protective order . . .
knowingly and intentionally committed an act of family violence against [the victim]. .P The chaize's application paragraph tracked the indictment. Appellant's only objection to the
chargewasabout the definition of'farnilyviolencd'it contained.
On appeal, he complained that the charge was defective because it did not require the jury "to find the gravamen of the
offense: that he committed assault knowing it would or intended
to violate the order." Further, that jurors were not required to
find that he knew of the protective order's existence, its terms
or that it prohibited the assault, or that he had received warnings required by Tex.Fam.Code 585.026. COA reversed, holding the charge was fundamentally defective for failing to include a culpable mentalstate, and that it was egregiously harmful. PDR was granted to second-guess this ruling.
HELD.The term"inviolatinn of anorder issuedunder Section 6.504 or Chapter 85, Familv Code lor1 under Article
17.292,Code of Criminal Procedure."isin effect areauirement
of a culpable mental state for that element. After analyzing the
various statutes involved, CCA says they require that the defendant be notified (either in open court, by mail, delivery, citation bv uublication. etc.) of the issuance of the nsotective order. Under all these statutes, the person would know the terms

.
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of the order or would know he was subject to issuance of an
order. With this in mind, CCA instructs judges to charge juries
that violation of a protective order under either code means
violation of an order issued under one of those statutes at a
proceeding that defendant attended or at a hearing held after
defendant received service of application for a protective order
and notice of the hearing. Because of this knowledge element,
CCA agrees that the statutes require some knowledge of the
protective order. If Appellant had objected to the charge, or
requested a different charge, he might have been entitled to a
more detailed one. However, as the charge given did not entirely omit the mental state requirement for the element, it was
not defective. COA's judgment is reversed, and caseis remanded
for disposition of Appellant's remaining points of error.
OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE OF GUILT MUST BE
CONSIDEREDIN HARMLESS ERROR REVIEW: FREDDIE
MOTILLA v. State, No. 598-01, State's PDR fiom Harris
County; Reversed, 6/26/02: Offense: Capital Murder;
Sentence: Life; COA: Reversed (38//1821 - Houston [14thl
2001); Opinion: Keasler, joined by Keller, Price, Womack,
Hervey, Holcomb & Cochran; Meyers not participating;
Johnson joined part, concurred in part.
Appellant, a juvenile at the time of the offense,and his friend
Flores killed 20-yr-old Fisk during a botched robbery of Fisk
and his two friends after a NervYear's Eve celebration. Appellant shot thevictim. He and Flores then ran away,but returned
and demanded the others' property, took a gold chain, then
ran off again. Appellant later confessed to the shooting, saying
he said he didn't knowwhat hewas doingbecawe he was drunk.
At trial, the victim's mother was allowed to testify, over objections the evidence was irrelevant and prejudicial, about Fisk's
childhood. COA held the ev~dencesufficient, but reversed the
conviction after finding the trial court erred in letting in the
mother's testimony, and the error was harmful under TRAP
44.2(b). PDRwas granted to second-guess COA's harm analysis.
HELD: Evidence of the defendant's d t is a factor to be
considered in anv thoroneh harm analysis. CCA discussedprecedent analyzing harm under former Rule 81(b)(2) as well as
the current rule. Harris, 79011568 (CCA 1989),held that overwhelming evidence of guilt was a factor to be considered in a
harm analysis, and then says the Harris conclusion that evidence of guilt is to he considered applies to the current Rule
44.2(b). (CCA notes it has already held Harris applicable to
TRAP 44.2(a), harmfulness of constitutional error). However,
some of Harris' progeny erroneously held it was not to be considered at all, and those cases were erroneous. Here, COA characterized the evidence of intent as scant, but overlooked several key pieces of evidence when conducting its harm analysis.
CCA discusses this evidence, which is says is far from "scant:'
though not overwhelming. CCA also says the testimony from
Fisk's mother was brief and bore no relationship to the sole
contested issue in the case, namely, Appellant's intent. Characterizing this testimony as "innocuous," CCAnotes the State did

not emphasize the error. Because COA erred in dismissing the
weight of the evidence in conducting its harm analysis, CCA
concludes the error was harmless, reversed COA's judgment,
and affirms judgment of the trial court
PRE-CAPIAS ACTIONS MAY BE CONSIDERED IN
DETERMINING DUE DILIGENCE: CHARLES SELDON
BAWCOM v. State, No. 1427-00, Court's Motion for
DiscretionaryReview from Harris County; Reversed, 6126102;
Offense & Sentence not in opinion; COA: Reversed (24111613
-Houston [ k t ] 2000); Opinion: Keller, joined by Keasler,
Hervey, Holconlb, & Cochrau; Womack joined in part;
Concurring Opinion: Johnson, joined by Meyers; Price
concurred in result.
When Appellant failed to report f o probation,
~
the authorities madenumerousattempts to contact him by letter and telephone, and visits to Appellant's home and place of employment.After failingto find him, the State moved to revoke and a
capias was issued. Several months later, three calls were made
in an attempt to locate Appellant, hut he was not apprehended
for about 2 yrs, two months after his probationary term had
expired. COA held that 3 phone calls in 2 years did not constitute due diligence in apprehending Appellant, and remanded
the case to the trial court with instructions to dismiss the motion to revoke. PDR was granted on CCKs own motion to determine whether the pre-capias attempts to contact Appellant
could be relied on as evidence of due diligence.
HELD: Actions taken before amotion to revoke is filed or a
capias is issued may beconsidered as evidence of due dilkence.
COA relied on Harris, 8431134 (CCA 1992), which held that
pre-capiasactions didnot show diligencebecause the Statemust
show that it nsed diligence after the motion to revoke was filed
and the capias issued. CCAreexamines Harris and other prior
caselaw, and concludes that COA erred when it relied on this
"brightline" ~ u l when
e
it held no diligence was present in the
instant case. Moreover, Harris is contrary to the principle in
more soundly reasoned precedent, or preventing absconding
probationers from benefiting from their wrongful conduct.
CCA determmes that Harris was wrongly decided, therefore,
to theextent it precludes considerationof pre-capias actions in
the determination of due diligence, it is overruled. COA's judgment is reversed and case is remanded for fiirther proceedings.
Concurring Opinion: Harris did not forbid consideration
of pre-capiasefforts,only reliance on themto justifyde minimus
efforts post-capias. It was therefore, unnecessary to overrule it.

PDRS GRANTED IN JUNE
0254-02 DOE, JOHN 06/05/02 S Dallas Non-disclosure of
Political Ad (6111199)
1. Did the Court of Appeals err in applying the most harsh
form of stiict scrutiny review to a statute prohibiting two or
more people from agreeing to publish anonymous political
advertising?
2. If strict scrutiny is the appropriate standard of review to
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determine the constitutionality of Tex. Elec. Code 5 255.001,
did the Court ofAppeals erl in concluding that the statute was
facially unconstitutional under such a review?
2444-01 MIZELL. CHARLES W., JR. 06/12/02 A Bexar
Violation of Civil Rights; Official Oppression: (70///156)
1. Whether the state's appeal contending Appellant's sentence is illegalisau appeal pursuant to Art 44.01 (b), or whether,
because the state makes its appeal in a case rvhele Appellant
was convicted and opted to appeal his conviction, constitutes
an appeal pursuant to Art. 44.01 (c).
2. Whether Texas Code of Criminal ProcedureArticle44.01
requires the state to file a notice of appeal within the 15 day
requisite period of time when the state wishes to appeal the
defendant's sentence on the ground that it is illegal?

0344-02 MARTINEZ, CERJIO06/26/02 S El Paso Aggravated
Perjury
1. Did the C o u ~
t of Appeals err by refusing to considel an
argument raised by the state that was necessary to the disposition of the appeal?
2. Does a party waive consideration on appeal of its contention that a legal theory is inapplicable to the case by its failure
to present to the trial court its contention that the theory is
inapplicable?
3. Should an alleged false statement, given by an individual
as a result of a violation of V.A.C.C.P. A1 t. 20.17, be suppressed
in a perjury prosecution arising from the false statement?

COURT OF APPEALS

0185-02 MARTINEZ, CHRISTINA 06/12/02 S Smith Capital
Murder

NOTICEOFAPPEA~ASHORNVVSTATE,No.O1-01-00904

1. The Court ofAppeals erred by ruling that an objection to
one photograph pylesemed appellate review for all testimony
and all other photographs related to gang activity, because the
trial court could not have been put on notice of the extent of
the objection contemplated on appeal.

COA, over dissent, refuses to look to totality of documents
to determine if the defendant complied with TRAP 25.2. Defendant gave an oral notice of appeal, which was clearly insufficient. He argued on appeal that filing of the designation of
appellate record plus the filing of an appeal bond should p ~ o vide adequate con~pliancewith Rule 25.2. COA refuses to sanction such an argument. Dissent notes the conflict between this
decision and Miles, 84211248 (CCA 1989), which specifically
allowed an appeal bond to serve as adequate compliance.

1670-01 ARROYO, TONY 06/19/02 A Bexar Assault

CR, 5/2/02.

1. Did the Court of Appeals create an impossible standard
for admission of evidence to impeach an out-of-court witness
when it held that Appellant failed to offer enough evidence to JURY'S RECEIPT OF OTHER EVIDENCE HARMLESS:
identify the complainant as the person convicted in the judg- WOODALL V.STATE, No. 2-01-084-CR, 5/2/02.
ments he sought to have introduced?
Here, the judge allowed the bailiff to take into the jury dur0070-02 ARMENDARIZ, JOSE FRANC0 06/19/02 S Ector ing its drfiberations a number of photos that had not been adPOCS
mitted into evidence. All I2 jurors said photos did not influenceverdict. Some said they realized immediatelythat thepho1.Do police officers employed by a "home-rule"mu~icipal- tos were not evidence; others said that comments were made
ity have county-wide jurisdiction?
about themIssue is whether TRAP 21.3(f), the jury -received"
evidence other than that presented at trial. Because jury did
2. Can city police officerswithout jurisdiction legally stop a not consider the photos and because photos did not influence
suspect on the basis of information relayed to themhy a deputy verdict, the photos were not "received." Dissent notes that at
sheriff with jurisdiction?
least six julors viewed five of the photos and at least 3 comments were made about them. This, according to dissent, con0358-02 GUTIERREZ, ELOY JAMES 06/19/02 S Nueces clusively establishes that the evidence was received.
Attempted Sexual Assault
FELONY EVADING ARREST: THRONEBERRY V. STATE,
1. Did the court of Appeals err to hold that the defendant No. 2-01-079-CR, 2/28/02,
had a right to withdraw his plea of true in a revocation proceeding after the trial court failed to follow the prosecutor's
Theoffeuse ofevadingarrest,normallyamisdeineaoor,cau
agleed recommendation on punishment?
be a felony if the defendant has been convicted of a prior evad2. Did the Court of Appealserr to conclude that the defen- ing. A prior evading that resulted in a probated sentence will
dant received ineffective assistance of counsel because his trial satisfy that requirement. Further, here, the State did not plead
attorney did not seek to withdraw a plea of true after the trial an enhancement paragraph but instead, sent a letter to defense
court failed to follow the prosecutor's agreed recommendation counsel indicating its intent to seek enhancement. Though
on punishment?
Brooks, 957 S.W1/30 (CCA 1997) allowed enhancement where
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state filed a motion to amend indictment which trial court
granted but amendment never actually occurred, here COA
holds that the letter is insufficient. COA, however holds that
even under the some harm test of Almanza, (defense counsel
objected like crazy), there was no harm. Dissent notes that defendant got 25 years and jury sent out a note asking if they
could assess less. Dissent notes plenty of harm.
OK FOR STATE TO CALL DEFENDANT AS WTMESS:
BIRDSONG V. STATE, No. 03-01-00349-CR, 5/9/02.
Defendant pleads guilty without a punishment recommendation, in front of the jurF The State,WITHOUTOBJECTION
PROM DEFENSE COUNSEL, CALLS THE DEFENDANT TO
TESTIFY. COA concludes this was error, but holds the error
waiveable. Hence no issue.
INJURY TO A CHILD: SPARKS V.STATE, No. 05-99-02128CR, 1/17/02.

less than that of probable cause butmust be based on objective
facts and circumstances.
To satisfy the requirement of the suspect's actual presence,
the police need not conduct actual surveillance. Nor do they
have to rely on a statement that the suspect is not home. The
presence of a visitor may reasonably lead police to conclude
presence, as may the presence of an automohile. COA cites to a
number of facts the police may rely upon. COA rules that none
of the factors apply, The police had no knowledge of any of
these factors or elements. Conviction reversed.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY VIOLATION. LOPEZ V. STATE, No.
2-00-333-CR, 5/16/02.
COA holdsthat convictions for deliveryand possession with
intent to deliver the same cocaine violate double jeopardy, relying on Gongorav. State,916 S.W.2d 570 (Tex.App. - Houston
1 1996 pdr ref'd). Because both offenses had the samepunishment, the "most serious punishment" standard of Landers v.
State, 957 S.W.2d 558 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997) does not apply;
second conviction reversed.

Defendant convicted of injury to a child but argued that his
conductwas involuntary because he tripped when hewas wak- INVOLUNTARYPLEA:BURKEV. STATE, No. 2-99-185-CR,
ing across floor and hit child on the way to the ground. COA 5/16/02.
agrees that this issue raises voluntariuess of the conduct and
Here, defense counsel advised defendant to plead guilty to
rejects state's argument that conduct can never be involuntary
if the defendant is alone. The interveningevent need not be the recklessly committing aggravated assault, based on facts that
while intoxicated, the defendant ran a red light. Defense counactions of another person. Conviction is reversed.
sel advised the defendant that because intoxication was reckRECUSAL OF TRIAL JUDGE: ROSAS V.STATE, No. 01-01- lessness per se, the state did not have to prove that the defendant was aware that the light was red, but consciously disre00281-CR, 5/9/02.
garded the risk of that conduct. The defendant consistently
In a case of some significance to Harris County practitio- deniedknowing thelight was red. Because ofthis errant advice
ners, COArefuses to reversea conviction based on a motion to on the elements of the offense, COA concluded that the guilty
recuse of trial judge based on her membership as a director in plea was involuntary.
the Children's Assessment Center. In 2001, there was a substantial amount of local litigation directed at the recusai of Harris DOUBLE JEOPARDY VIOLATION: HONEYCLTT V.
County trial judges when it was learned that twelve Harris STATE, No. 04-01-00177-CR, 5/15/02.
County judges served on its board. The Center's stated purDefendant convicted of aggravated assault and deadly conpose was to represent sexuallyabused children. COA holds that
duct by firing a gun at the complainant andinjuring him. If the
ethics violations are not sufficient to mandate recusal.
MISDEMEANOR WARRANTS DID NOT JUSTIFY ENTRY aggravated assault actually canses bodily injury then, under
INTO HOME: GREENV. STATE, No. 2-01-304-CR, 5/16/02. these facts, the conviction of both offensesviolates doublejeopardy,Under most serious punishment test, conviction for deadly
Maintenanceman saw a syringe outside of defendant'sapart- conduct is vacated.
ment,something he had seen several times before. He told poREASONABU DOUBT DEFINITION NOT ALLOWED:
lice, who learned the defendant had two outstanding traffic
warrants. They attempted to serve the warrants and when the BILLY V; STATE,No. 05-00-02016-CR, 5/14/02.
COA holds that a defendant is not entitled to argue his own
woman who answered the door attempted to close it, police
developed a fear for their safety and entered the apartment. definition of reasonable doubt. Strong dissenting opinion.
Relying on Pnyton v US, 445 US 573 (1980), which forbade NO EXTENSION OF NEW TRIAL HEARING DEADLINE:
warrantless entries into a person's home to effect routine felony CAMPBELL V. STATE, No. 07-02-0180-CR, 5/21/02).
arrests, but which permitted entries justified by felony arrest
A COA may not, under TRAP 2, extend the 75-daylimit for
warrants, COAholds that validmisdemeanor warrants may also
justify entry. Payton,however, has two additionalrequirements: hearing a motion for new trial.
that the police have reason to believe the residence is that of the
named arrestee and that they have some reason to believe the INDIGENTS FILING DNA MOTIONS HELD ENTITLED
suspect is in the dwelling. This "reason to believe" standard is TO COUNSEL: RODGERS V.STATE, No. 10-02-0808-CR, 51
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22/02; INRERODRIGUEZ, No. 13-02-00183-CR, 5/21/02.

COA rules that defendant is entitled to a new trial because
state breached its plea bargain to remain silent on the issue of
pt'ohation as a sentence. Prosecution argued that court should
consider the defendant's past record and that he had already
been on probation once before, This was considered a sufficient showing of a breach of the plea bargain.

Both COAs hold that an indigent defendant seeking postconviction DNA testing is entitled to counsel upon showing he
is indigent. Rodgets applies standard to those defendants who
are on appeal and Rodriguezapplies to those defendants seeking counselat the trial court level. Corpus COA holds that trial
court hasa ministerialdutyto appoint counsel; defendantneed
only show he was indigent and need not make a prima facie
showing that he will prevail.

ODOR OF ALCOHOL ALONE NOT REASON FOR
DETENTION: DOMING0 V. STATE, No. 07-00-0377-CR, 51
29/02.

NO PROBABLE CAUSE NEEDED FOR COPS TO KNOCK
ONDEFENDANT'S DOOR: PORTER Y.STATE, No. 14-0100177-CR, 5/23/03,

COA concludes that odor of alcohol, by itself, with no other
symptoms of intoxication, is not sufficient to establish probable cause or reasonable suspicion for a detention.

A police officer need not have probable cause or consent to
approach the door of a defendant's home and knock, absent
evidence that he was expressly forbidden to enter property, a
locked gate,etc. some indication that entry was forbidden.Further, a dog sniff outside defendant's home is not an invasion of
privacy; hence 4th Amendment not offended

DISMISSALOPAPPEAL: FOUNTAINY. STATE, No. 09-01049-CQ 5/22/02.

.JUVENILE'S CONFESSION NOT INVOLUNTARY:
HORTON V.STATE, No. 03-01-00527-CR, 5/31/02).
Appellant, a juvenile, made four challenges to his confession: (1) that the same officers who interrogated him were not
the officers who notified his parents; (2) that his oral confession tainted his subsequent written confession on ascat out of
the bag" theory; (3) that the SO conference room was not a
designatedjuvenile processing facility, and; (4) that he was not
taken in front of a magistrate under Chapter 14 of the TCCP.
(He was admonished by amagistrate in compliance with Family Code.). All issues sumn~arilyoverruled except #3 and it was
denied absent a showing of a causal connection between the
issue and the subsequent confession

.

SUBSEQUENT PROSECUTION AFTER ACQUITTAL OF
LESSER-INCLUDED OFFENSE PRECLUDED: INREIESUS
AVILES, No. 03-01-00584-CR 5/31/02.
Defendant vvas charged with intoxication assault, but jury
convicted him of DWI instead. Defendant was then sentenced
by the court. After trial,state learns that verdict was not unanimous and files document inquiring into the validity of the verdict which lvas overruled. They then re-indict for intoxication
assault. Defendant tiles writ of habeas corpus and motion for
writ of mandamus arguing that he had already been acquitted
of greater offense. State contends that jury verdict was void
because it wasn't unanimous. COA condudes that trial court's
actioninacceptingverdictand dischargingjurybrought an end
to trial and that fiualityprecludes this subsequent attack by the
state.
BREACH OFPLEA BARGAIN ENTITLED DEPENDANT TO
NEW TRIAL: E S C H V. STATE, No. 04-01-00641-CR, 5/29/
02.
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Because COA concludes that one officer's testimony was
sufficient to convict the defendant of DWI, and because it was
unrelated to possible illegal arrest, COA dismisses appeal because the judgment of conviction was independent of and not
supported by the illegal conduct of the police.
VOMITING PASSENGER INSUFFICIENT TO JUSTIFY
"COMMUNITY CARETAKING" EXCEPTION: ANDREWS
V. STATE, No. 10-02-061-CR5129102.
COA concludes that community care taking function not
satisfied merely because passenger was vomiting from window
of parked car absent a reasonable belief that defendant was a
threat to himself and others. Further, claim that stop was supported by reasonable suspicion was overruled because facts
supporting such a claim were not known to officer at time of
stop and officer testified he suspected no criminal activity.
OUTCRY INSUEPICIENT, BUT ERROR HARMLESS:
DAVIDSON V. STATE, No. 06-01-00079-CR, 6/4/02.
The summary of the complainant's outcry statement was
essentially, 'then we done it." COA holds that this summary
does not adequately apprise the defendant about the content
and scope of the outcry statement. Error is harndess largely
because defense counsel didnot object to the outcry statements
that were outside the scope of the notice
PENAL CODE CONTROLS DEFINITION OF"OWNERn:
COXK STATE, No. 14-99-00293-CR, 5/30/02.
Defendants argued that under Uniform Commercial Code,
they were the owners of the proceeds of the alleged theft. COA
holds that the UCC has no bearing on the facts of the case; it is
the Penal Code that controls.
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